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In this classic yoga best-seller a world-renowned yoga master shares the techniques of
breathing together with a comprehensive background of yoga philosophy. B. K. S. Iyengar is a
legend who has practiced yoga in a unique way, and today "Iyengar Yoga" is taught around the
world by certified instructors.

An "amusing look at cultural similarities"—Will Safire, New York Times"A delightful celebration of
the wit, insight, and poetic genius to be found in everyday language" —Steven Pinker, Harvard
University Professor and author of The Stuff of ThoughtAbout the AuthorJag Bhalla is an
amateur idiomologist, amateur inventor, amateur entrepreneur, amateur film maker, and now
amateur author.
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Light on Pral)ayamaPral).ayama DrpikaB. K. S. IyengarIntroduction by Yehudi MenuhinLondon
UNWIN PAPERBACKSBoston SydneyPral)ayama, the yogic art of breathing, leads to a control
of rhe emotions which in turn brings stability, concentration and mental poise. Pra�ayama is a
bridge which helps the student of yoga 10 cross from the realm of purely physical development
to that of the spirir and forms a crucial stage in his journey rowards self-realisation.Light on
Prii7JiiJIIima is a worthy companion and sequel to the author's Light on Yoga which is nowwidely
recognised as a classic text on the practice of Hatha Yoga. The present book is also practical
and thorough, offering a trustworthy guide to all who wish to develop the art of yogic
breathing.The respiratory system is discussed from the points of view of both modern anatomy
and the ancient yoga texts. The 14 basic types ofPriii,layama are analysed in such a way as to
offer the reader a programme of 82 carefully graded stages from the simplest breathing patterns
to the most advanced. These stages have been tabulated for easy reference and the tables are
a unique feature of the book.Light on Prii7Jiiyiima provides the student with acomprehensive
background of yoga philosophy and discusses such allied topics as the Na�is, Bandhas ,
Chakras and Bija Mantra. For the serious student there is a full progressive course lasting 200
weeks with special emphasis on the difficulties and dangersthat are to be avoided in the practice
of Pragayama.LIGHT ON PRANAYAMA By the same authorCONCISE LIGHT ON YOGA YOGA
LIGHT ONOther Yoga booksBIKRAM'S BEGINNING YOGA CLASS PRANAYAMAYOGA AND
HEALTHYOGA FOR HEALTH AND VITALITYYOGA SELF TAUGHT YOGA WEEK BY
WEEKFirst published in Great Britain by George Allen & t:'nwin 1981 First published by Unwin
Paperbacks 1983Reprinted 1983This book is copyright under the Berne Convention. No
reproduction without permission. All rights reserved.U��PAPERBACKS40 Museum Street,
London WCIA ILU, UKUnwin Paperbacks,Park Lane, Heme! Hempstead, Hens HP1 4TE, UK
Allen & Unwin Inc.,9 Winchester Terrace, Winchester, Mass ot890, USAGeorge Allen & Unwin
Australia Pty Ltd,8 Napier Street, Nonh Sydney, NSW 1o6o, Australia©B. K. S. Iyengar,
1981British Library CataJocuiDg in Publication DataLibrary or ConJMSS Catalotinl!l in
PublicatioD DataSet in 9 on 10 point Plant inand printed in Great Britainby Hazell Watson &
Viney Ltd., Aylesbury, Bucks This book is dedicatedco the memory of my beloved wife
Ramama�INVOCATIONSTo Lord HanumanI salute Lord Hanumiin, Lord of Breath, Son of the
Wind Godwho bears five faces and dwells wir.hin usIn the form of five winds or
energiespervading our body, mind and soul,Who re-united Pralqti (Sita) with Puru� (R.ama)May
He bless !.he practitionerBy uniting his vital energy pr3J:IaWith the Divine Spirit within.* * *To
Sage PatanjaliI bow before the noblest of sages, ParanjaliWho brought serenity of mind by his
work on Yoga, Clarity of speech by his work on grammar, and Purity of body by his work on
medicine .... ...Where there is Yoga,There is prosperity, success, freedom, and bliss.TRIBUTE
FROM MY GURUJiB. K. Sundrartjena rachitt nlltnayuktibihiYogaststram samalatp.bhya
pra�yama pradlpikaVividhai pr�asarpchara v�tti rodha vibhodhanaihi �a�chakranikare



na.�ljale lohita sodhakaihi 2Panchapr8..I_la prasa.raiS<:ha nirodhanancha bhodhakaihi
Yuktadhyananukulacha Pr&JC!ayamabhila�inam 3 AI.okitacha sasvartharn maya sri
krsnayoginaAdriyerannimarp gramharatnam bhiJvi vipakhitaha 4 I June 1979 T. Kr:pJamachiirya
I. Light on PrlirJiiyiima written by B. K. Sundara Raja Iyengar, is a fresh, up-t()-date presentation
of theandent science of Yoga.:z. It deals with subtle functioning of the brearh, various techniques
of inhalation, retention and exhalation and ofthe filtration of the crimson coloured fluid � the Life
Force with unchecked flow through the network of channels (nadis) and the subtle centres
(chakras). ll explains the vitalising of the cosmic energy as it makes itself manifest in five forms,
while emphasis is laidon do's and don'ts. The work is of immense value toardent practitioners of
pra�ayama.nt practitioners of pra�ayama. Scholars will surely be interested by this
thoughtprovoking treatise, a precious gem in the firmament of yoga.T.
Kg;t:J31113charyaIntroduction by Yehudi MenuhinB. K. S. Iyengar has done for the more elusive
praJ?-ayama, that is the movement of air which is said to determine life on earth, the same
service rhat he has rendered to the physical features ofha�ha yoga. He has moved into a more
ethereal, subtle aspect of our very existence_ He has placed in the hands of the layman a book
which contains, in some respects, more information, more knowledge and more wisdom in a
more integrated way than is available to our most brilliant students of conventional medicine, for
it is a medicine of health and not of sickness, it is an understanding of spirit, body and mind that
is as healing as it is invigorating_ Not orrly can the individual be restored to wholeness bur the
whole progress of a lifetime is seen in powerful perspective. He teaches us in line with the
ancient Indian philosophy that life is not only dust to dust, but air to air, that, as with the process
of fire, matter is transformed into heat, light and radiation from which we may gather strength_
But strength is more than the transformation of matter into other forms of matter, it is the
transformation of the whole cycle of air and light into matter and back again_ In fact, it completes
Ei nstein's equation of matter and energy and translates it into the human, the living incarnation_
It is no longer an atomic bomb, it is no longer the explosion of the atom, the harnessing of
matter, it is the irradiation of the human being with light and power, the very sources of energy.I
believe that this treatise, drawn from ancient, classical Indian texts, will provide illuminating
guidelines to the reconciliation of various practice-s of medicine from acupuncture to touch and
sound therapy to the mutual and reciprocal benefit of them all. It will also teach us to respect
those elements which we have treated with such contempt- air, water and light- without which
life cannot survive. With this book, Mr Iyengar, my guru in yoga, has added a new and greater
dimension to the life of the people of the West, urging us to join our brothers of every colour and
every creed in the celebration of life with due reverence and purpose.Yehudi
MenuhinForeword'Yoga is nothing but the total experience of human life; it is a science of the
integral man!' Jaques S. Masui.Yogacharya Sri B. K. S. Iyengar, the author of Light on Yoga
hardly needs an introduction to the seekers oflight on Pra':layama. The science and art of Yoga,
as presented by Patanjali centuries before Christ, begins by moral and other precepts for
physical, vital and mental health, potency and purification. It proceeds to postures asanas, which



influence the aspirant beneficially through the neurophysiological system and the endocrine
glands. Sri Iyengar has dwelt with them in his book Light on Yoga in such a thorough and
detailed manner, with about six hundred photographs, thar there is scarcely any other work on
that subject so encyclopaedic, precise and lucid. The book gives the complete theory of Yoga
and treats the subject of asanas fully, with a peep into pranayama. Published by George
Allenand Unwin, Ltd, the book. is so popular that it has run into many editions and has been
translated into several languages. Iris being used as a practical guide by people all over the
world.Sri Iyengar, impelled by nature and driven by circumstances, learnt Yoga the hard way at
the feet of his guru Sri Krishnamacharya. Sri Iyengar has been himself a teacher of Yoga, and a
good task-master at that, all the time. What he speaks and writes about Yoga is like an abundant
overspill from all his rich and meaningful personal experiences. The demonstration lecture on
asanas that he gave in Bombay last December on the occasion of his sixty-first birthday, with his
daughter Geeta and son Prashanra, was a marvellous revelation of his control over every nerve
and muscle of his supple body. Hundreds of his disciples from abroad witnessed the
performance and wondered how he retained such plasticity and vigour at that age. To him it was
child's play, a mere routine. One of his close disciples remarked that he has trained his body 'to
twist, to twine, to turn, to bend, to wriggle, to pull, to flex' and much besidesrIt is but logical that
one should expect from Sri Iyengar an equally exhaustive and instructive book on Pra�yama,
which is the next step in Yoga, namely, the science and art of breath-control. Though there are
several yogas practised, such as ha�ha-yoga, raja-yoga, jiiana- yoga, ku��alini-yoga, mantra-
yoga, lay a-yoga and so on, basically and in essence Yoga is a scientific and systematic
discipline for a successful organisation ofxvi Lighr an Prtmayamaall the energies and facuhies of
the integral human being with a view toattaining the highest ecstatic communion with the cosmic
reality or God.Breath-control is helpful in every one of the yogas mentioned above. All the texts
on Yoga as well as the experience of ages testify to the fact that breathcontrol is an important
factor in the control of the mind as well. However, breath-control, that is pranayama, is nm
merely deepbreathing orbreathing exercist>s, normally a parr of physical culture. It is something
farmore, involving exercises which affect not onlr the physical, physiological and nl!ural energies
hut also the psychological and cerebral activitit:s, suchas memory-training and creativity. Sri Au
robindo, the sage and seer ofPondicherry, has recorded that after practising pranayama he
could compose and retain in his memory abour two hundred lines of poetry, while earlier he
could not handle c.-ven a dozen.In recent decades, western medicine, after experimentation,
has come torecognise and use the health-giving and invigorating effects of what is called
voluntary respiration. Yoga teaches and practises pranayama, ascribing to it indisputable
educative, regulative and spirituai value.Wladimir Bischler, in Chapter 14 ofAlrruistic and
Spiritual Growrh, says The Fonns and Techmqu.:s ofthat medical science has nowreconciled
itself to some of the methods borrowed from the oriem and studied the mulriple effects of correct
voluntary respiration. He has detailed the multiple effects of it not merely on the lungs but on the
whole metabolism of the human body. He has said that spirotherapy, the name he gives to the



method, opens new and broad horizons to medicine, to hygiene and to therapeutics. He has
ended by saying that investigations of modern science have only confirmed the empirical imu
itions of the orientalsages and philosophers.Pra�ayarna, as an essential ingredient of yogic
discipline, might wellbestow a number of benefits other than mental and spiritual. But the main
aim of Yoga is self-realisation, communion of the self with the Self; theexercise of pranayama
involves the control of the mind and of the whole of human consciousness, which is the basis of
all cognition and awareness. A human being consists of his body, his life, including all biological
activities,and his mind, which is the seat of what we call the ego- the 'I', and allcerebral activities
centred round the 'I'. The goal of Yoga is to empty the whole of one's basic power of
consciousness of all memory, ideation, sensual urges and desires and try to be aware of pure
consciousness, as a spark of the cosmic energy itself, which is of the nature of the self-
conscious principle of Supreme Intelligence. For a per;on who wants to tread the path of Yoga,
his first effon will have to be to cease to identify himself with the body-life-mind complex
completely and to look upon those threeelements as tools for transcending the ego, in order to
identify his inner being with the pure, unmixed power of consciousness whose very nature is all-
peace, harmony and creative joy.Foreword xviiPrat:Jayama ther�fore h;1s a special meaning
and significance in Yoga. Pr:JJ:la means the breath, the air and life itself. But in Yoga, prana (in
all its five aspens in man of pra_.:Ia, apana, vyana, udana and samana) is the very essence of
the energising principle of the animate and inanimate world. It pervades the whole universe. And
prlit:J3.yllina means the full control of that energising principle in one's own being by a certain
discipline. This discipline aims not only at good health, an equilibrium in the physical and vital
energies, but also the purification of the whole nervou� system in order to make it more capable
of responding to the will of the Yogi in comrolling the sense-urges, and in making the mental
powers more sub de and sensitive to the call of the evolutionary urge, the higher divine nature in
man.It is not often that prlll)ayama is treated as an independent subject. Mostof the ancient texts
on Yoga, beginning wirh Patanjali, treat it as an essentialpart of yogic discipline. Recently
however, there have been publications on this subject independently, though they are few when
compared with the wilderness of books on asanas. A full scientific treatment, based on a lifetime
experience of teaching in all aspects of Yoga has, however, been long-awaited. Every lover of
Yoga will therefore welcome Sri Iyengar's book.When I took up Sri Iyengar's manuscript in order
to write the Foreword, I could see how· difficult and challenging a task it must have been for him
to write on this subject for westerners in the English language. Unlike many othex writers on
such a subject, he has been a householder and has followed the rradition of invoking his ISra
Devata (chosen deity) as well as quoting the Gna and relevant texts. Here I would assert that
Yoga is not a part of any religion with a theology. and ritualism. It has no hierarchy. It is a cultux-al
and spiritual discipline open to all mankind without any distinction of caste, creed, colour, race,
sex or age. Perhaps the only essential qualification is a belief in the potentialities of one's own
consciousness and an aspiration to reach its summit by following the laws of consciousness
itself. Another very unorthodox and striking characteristic of Sri Iyengar is that instead oflooking



upon a family as a burden, and a wife as an obstacle to yogic life, he has named his Yoga
Institute in Pune after his departed lifemate Shrimati Ramamal)i and dedicated this book to her.
By these acts SriIyengar abundantly proves that Yoga is for life and not away from it, as
SriAurobindo has so often repeated.Another difficulty concerns terminology and the use of
words which areill in Sanskrit in the original. Sri Iyengar has done his best to be as precisemd
accurate a s possible in his choice of English equivalents and has tried to :onvey the sense of
the original. He is a master of detail and is never atisfied rill he feels that the reader has
understood what he has wanted to ell him. Take the word Pranayama itself: it is so rich in its
connotation that o convey its meaning by saying 'breath-control', 'voluntary respira{ion' or :he
science of breathing' would not be adequate at all. For instance, none ofxviii Lighc on
PrO.rJO.yamamese phrases can include the idea of kumbhaka, nor of breathing through
alternate nostrils in different measures. Much less can they indicate me different types of
breathing such as ujjayi, seetali and so on, or these in combination with mudras and bandhas.
Sri Iyengar has taken special care to see that even the use of the thumb and fingers for holding
the nostrils in position is accurately and adequately described. This care in the use of words,
together with necessary precautions and combined with the illustrations, arc calculated to guide
the aspiranr in following the art of pra':layama as closely as the written word can achieve.Sri
Iyengar knows full well that the science and art of Yoga is not complete without dharat;�a,
dhyana and samadhi. This triune is the crown of Yoga and is called samyama. It leads the yogi
step by step to transcend the region ofthe senses and the reign of the ego for the gradual
transformation of the integral being inro a new life of unitive living with the Supreme Spirit in
unmixed joy and harmony. He has therefore given in this book an inkling of what is called
meditation or dhyana. He has ended by providing a few hints about Sav!lsana, the posture which
leads to utter relaxation with faint awareness. He rounds off this great effort of writing on
prilt;J.ilyilma by offering the reader the secret of real relaxarion, so mat he may be ready for the
next and final ascent to the summit of meditative samadhi. Let us look forward for the completion
in due course of rhe trio: Lighr on Yoga, Ughl on Pra!J(iyiima and Lighr on Dhyana, so that while
Sri Iyengar's life would be one of fulfillment, that of others would have a triple illumination for their
journey to the Everest of sp irituality.Bangalore R. R. Diwakar 14 June 1979PrefaceMy first book,
Light on Yoga, captured the minds and hearts of ardent students and even changed the lives of
many who at first were curious about this noble art, science and philosophy. I hope that Light on
PriitJiiyama will also enhance their knowledge.With respect and reverence to Patanjali and the
Yogis of ancient India who discovered Pr!ll_l!lyllma, I share with fellow men and women the
nectar of its simplicity, clarity, subtleness, fineness and perfection. In the recent past, during my
practices, a new light of inner awareness dawned on me which I had not experienced when I
wrote Light on Yoga. My friends and pupils pressed me to put my experiences as well as my oral
teachings down on paper; hence this attempt to explain the subtle observations and reflections
that I made to help students in their search for refinement and precision.Many western scholars
have accepted the ancient conception that man is a trinity of body, mind and spirit. Various



techniques of physical exercises, athletics and sports were devised to keep men and women
healthy. They were designed to supply the needs of the body (annamaya ko5a) with its bones,
joints, muscles, tissues, cells and organs. Indian scholars call this discipline the 'conquest
ofm:mer'. This I have explained fully in my bookLight on Yoga. Only recently have western
savants become aware of thetechniques developed in ancient India for examining the systems
of breathing, blood-circulation, digestion, assimilation, nourishment, the endocrine glands and
the nerves, the subtle fonns of which are collectively known as the Conquest of Life Force
(praz:tamaya kosa).Yoga Vidya is a codified system which has laid down eight phases for
selfrealisation. They are: Yama, Niyama, Asana, PraJC!llyama, Pratyahara, Dharan!l, Dhyana
and Samadhi. In this book emphasis is laid on Pranayamato keep the involuntary or autonomous
controlling systems of the humanbody in a balanced state of health and perfection.There were
no scholars, saints or yogis in my home to inspire me to take up Yoga. As a child I was afflicted
with many diseases, and as destiny would have it, this led me to Yoga in 1934 in the hope of
regaining my health. Since then it has been my way of life. It has taught me to be punctual and
disciplined despite hardships which frequently disrupted my daily practices, learning and
experiences.In the beginning, Pranayama was a suuggle. Over-mdulgcnce in the daily practice
ofasanas shook my inner body many times within minutes ofstarting Pra':lii yama. Each morning
I got up to practise, and it was a strain to hold my breath and keep ro the rhythm. I struggled on,
hardly doing three or four cycles, by which time I was gasping for air. I would rest for a few
minutes and then try again until it was impossible to continue. I asked myself why I could not do
so. I could find no answer. I had noone to guide me. Failures and errors taunted my body, mind
and self for a number of years, but I steadfastly cominued m improve my standards. Today, I still
devote daily one hour at a stretch to Pranayama and find that even this is inadequate.Words can
hypnotise and attract a reader towards a religious practice(sadhana) and make him think that he
understands a spiritual experience.Reading, however, only makes him more learned, while
practice (sadhana) in what he has read brings him nearer to truth and clarity. Fact is truth and
clarity is purity. The present age is one of scientific advancement and new words flood the dic
tionaries. Being a pure sadhaka and not a man of words, I find it difficult m choose Ihe correct
Iechnica!Ierms to express all I wam to write. I can only do my inadequate best to present to my
readers all that I have experienced in my practice of this finest of arts.Pra':layama is a vast
subject with illimitable potentiali ties. It is psychosomatic, since it explores Ihe intimate
relationship between the body and Ihe mimi. It may appear quite simple and easy, but the
moment one sits down to practise, one quickly realises that it is a difficult art. Its subtleties are
little known and much more remains to be explored. In the past, writers of Yoga texts dealt more
wiih the effects of Pranayama than with its practicalapplication. This may be because
Pranayama used w be widely practised and the majority were familiar wiih it. Their explanations
of its effects give some idea of their experiences, which surpass their words.Ivl.any ofihe
movements in Pra�yama are infinitely subtle. For example, the deliberate and fine movements
of the skin in opposing directionsappears objectively impossible, but is a process developed in



Yoga. Withtraining the skin can be moved in this way, and this plays a major role inPranayama
practices. Thus Pra1_1ayama is in many respects a subjective art.When this skill is used lO
maximum effect, where skin movements synchronise with those of inhalation, exhalation and
retention, Ihe ftow of energy (prana) is harmonious.Modern scientists have verified the efficacy
of the intuiti ve knowledge of yogis by using electronic instruments. The effects of Pra':layama
aredefinite and not illusory. I am confident Ihat in the not too distant future the pole of objective
knowledge (science or experimentation; and the other ofsubjective knowledge (art or
participation) will play their part in unifying the study of Pranayama and its benefits.Owing to the
development of technology, modern life has become endlessly competitive, resulting in
increased strain on both men and women. It is difficult to maintain a balanced life. Anxieties and
diseasesPrefacexx1affecting the nervous and cin.:ularory systems have multiplied. In despair,
people become addicted to psychedelic drugs, smoking and drinking or indiscriminate sex to
find relief. These activities allow one to forget oneself temporarily, but the causes remain unsolve
d and the diseases return.Only Pranayama gives real relieffrom these problems. It cannot be
learntby arguments and discussions, but must be mastered with patient and cautious effort. It
starts by giving relief to sufferers from ordinary ailments like common colds, headaches and
mental disharmony. Its nadir is the elixir of life.This book is in rwo parts. The first covers three
sections dealing with the theory, the art and the techniques ofPra':layama. The second part,
entitled 'Freedom and Beatitude' is concerned with the conquest of the soul (atma jaya). It deals
with meditation (dhyana) and relaxation (savasana).In the first pan, I have tried to integrate
Pra':layama with all the different aspects of Yoga. Pra�yama is the connecting link between the
body and the soul of man, and the hub in the wheel of Yoga.I have tried to bring our hidden
techniques, so that the reader may derive maximum benefit without being beset by doubt and
confusion. I have incorporated rabies analysing different stages of important varieties of
Prat:tayllma. The tables give detailed information of the methodology for ready reference. They
also give the reader some idea of the infinite number of permutations and combinations possible
in this noble art and science. Even the uninitiated sadhaka can practise independently wirhou t
fear of illeffects. The informarion comained in the tables will make the sadhakas cautious and
bold.In the appendix I have introduced five courses, arranging them stage by stage for the
practitioner to follow according to his capacity. Each of the courses may be extended by
additional weeks if the standard given cannot be completed within the stipulated time. Though
Pnl':layama is essentially to be learnt at the feet of a guru (master), I have endeavoured with all
humility to guide the reader- both teacher and student to a safe method of perfecting this art.I
shall be happy if my work helps people to achieve peace in body, poise in mind and tranquillity in
the self. Pra1_1ayarna is a vast subject. Since my knowledge in this field has its limitations, I
shall welcome suggestions for incorporation in future editions.The Yogachudamani Upanisad
says that Pra!_layama is an exalted knowledge (maha vidya). Ir is a royal road to prosperity,
freedom and bliss.Read, re-read and digest Part I of this book before starting to praclise.I am
indebted to my guruji Sri T. Krishnamacharya for his tributes to the book. I am sincerely grateful



to Mr Yehudi Menuhin for his Introduction and Mr R. R. Diwakar for his Foreword and support. I
am indebted to my children Geeta and Prashant and to my pupils B. I. Taraporevala, M. T.
Tijuriwala , S. N. Motivala, and Dr B. Carruthers,xxii Light on PrilrJO.yamaMD, CM, FRCP, who
gave their valuable time in the preparation of the work. Their patience in editing and re-editing
this book over and over again gave it its final shape. I am grateful to Kumari Srimathi Rao for
ryping the script innumerable times. I thank Mr P. R. Shinde for taking innumerable photographs
for the book and Miss Robijn Ong for providing the anatomical drawings.I express my sincere
gratirude to Mr Gerald Yorke for his constructive suggestions and encouragement. Bur for his
perSistent guidance, Lhis book would not have come to light. I am permanently indebted to him
for the care he took in editing the entire script.I am grateful to George Allen & Unwin presenting
my work to a world-wide public.Ltd for publishing andB. K. S. IyengarContentsTRIBUTE by my
revered guruji Sri T. Kr�l).amacharya page xINTRODUCTION by Yehudi Menuhin
XIIIFOREWORD by R. R. DiwakarXV PREFACE X�PART ONESECTION! THE THEORY OF
PRANAYAMA1 What is Yoga? 32 Stages of Yoga 63 PrAr:ta and Prar:tayama I24 Prar:tayama
and the Respiratory System I55 Nadis and Chakras 326 Gu� and Si�ya 407 Food 438
Obstacles and Aids 469 The Effects of Pra':layama 48SECTION II THE ART OF
PRANAYAMA10 Hints and Cautions 5311 The Art of Sitting in Pra�yama 6412 The Art of
Preparing the Mind for Pr3!_1ayama 8613 M udrl!.s and Bandhas 8914 The Art of Inhalation
(Piiraka) and Exhalation (Rechaka) 9915 The Art of Retention (Kumbhaka) 105r6 Grades of
Sadhaka in Pra':layama I 1217 Brja Pr31_1ayama I 14r8 V�tti Prar:tayama I 18SECTION Ill THE
TECHNIQUES OF PRANAYAMA Ujjayr Pra�yama I23 1920 Viloma Pranayama 146 21
Bhramari, Murchha and Plavini Pr!!J:?.ayama 15222 Digital Pral).ayama and the Art of Placing
the Fingerson the Nose 156xxiv Light an Priiniiyama23 Bhasrrika and Kapalabhati Pranayama
page 17624 Sitali and Sltakari Priil!iiyarna · 18125 Anuloma PriiJ!iiyiima 18526 Pratiloma Praz::!
ayama 19427 Surya Bhedana and Chandra Bhedana Praf)l!yama 2032S Na9r Sodhana
Prat_layama 209PART TWO FREEDOM AND BEATITUDE 29 Dhyana (Meditation) 22330
Savasana (The Art of Relaxation) 232APPEND I X: Praf)ayama Courses 255 GLOSSARY
262INDEX 290Part OneSec tion I The Theory of Pral).ayamaChapter IWh atIS Yog a?1. Nobody
k:nows the timeless, primeval absolute One, nor when rhe world came into existence. God and
nature existed before man appeared, but as man developed he culrivated himself and began to
realise his own potential. Through this came civilisation. Words were evolved with this, concepts
of God (Purusa) and nature (prak![i), religion (dharma) and Yoga developed.2. Since it is so
difficult to define these concepts, each man has to interpret them according to his
understanding. When man was caught in the web of worldly joys, he found himself separated
from God and nature. He becamea prey to the polarities of pleasure and pain, good and evil,
love and hatred,the permanent and the transient.J. Caught in these opposites, man felt the need
of a personal divinity (Purusa), who was supreme, unaffected by afflictions, untouched by
actionsand reactions, and free from the experience of joy and sorrow.sorrow.This led man to
seek the highest ideal embodied in the perfect Puru�a or God. Thus the Eternal Being, whom



he called iSvara, the Lord, the guru of all gurus, became the focus of his attention, and of his
concentration and meditation. In this fundamental quest of reaching Him, man devised a code of
conduct whereby he could live in peace and harmony with nature, his fdlow beings and
himself.5· He learnt to distinguish between good and evil, virtue and vice, and what was moral
and irrunoral. Then arose a comprehensive concept of rightaction (dharma) or the science of
duty. DrS. Radhakrishnan wrote that 'iris Dharma which upholds, sustains, supports' and guides
mankind to live ahigher life irrespe(;tive of race, caste, class or faith.6. Man realised that he
should keep his body healthy, strong and clean in order to follow Dharma and to experience the
divinity within himself. Indian seers in their search for light distiUed the essence of the Vedas in
rheUpanisads and Darsanas (mirrors of spiriruat perct:ption). The Darsanas orschools are:
samkhya, yoga, nyaya, valsesika, pnrva mlmamsa and urtara lllimamsa.4 Light on PrlliJtlyama7·
Samkhya says that all creation takes place as a product of the twenty-fivt essential elements
(tattvas) but does not recognise the Creator (Isvara) Yoga recognises the Creator. Nyiiya
stresses logic and is primaril) concerned with the taws of thought, relying on reason and
analogy. l accepts God as the result of inference. Vaisesika stresses notions such a� space,
time, cause and matter, and is supplementary to nyaya. It, too.endorses the Nyiiya view of God.
Mfmamsa is dependent on the Vedas andhas two schools- purva mrmamsa, which deals with
the general concept o: the Deity but stresses the importance of action (karma) and rituals; anc
unara m:imartlsa, which accepts God on the basis of the Vedas, but lay! special stress on
spiritual knowledge (jiiana).8. Yoga is the union of the individual self(jivatma) with the Universal
Self(Paramatma). The >funkhya philosophy is theoretical while Yoga is practical. Samkhya and
Yoga combined give a dynamic exposition of the system of thought and life. Knowledge without
action, and action without knowledge do not help man. They must be intermingled. So samkhya
and Yoga go together.9 · According to Yoga, Yajiiavalkya Smrti, the Creator (Brahma) as
Hiranyagarbha (the Golden Foetus) was the original propounder of the Yoga system for the
health of the body, control of the mind and attainment of peace. The system was first collated
and written down by Patanjali in his Yoga Sutras or aphorisms. These are directive rather than
discursive, revealing the means and the end. When all the eight disciplines of Yoga are
combined and practised, the yogi experiences oneness with the Creator and loses his identity of
body, mind and self. This is the Yoga of integration (samyama).ro. The Yoga Sutras consist of
195 aphorisms divided into four chapters.The first deals with the theory of Yoga. It is aimed at
those who have already attained a poised mind and lays down what they should do to maimain
their poise. The second chapter on the art of Yoga initiates the beginner into his practices. The
third is concerned with internal disciplineand the powers (siddhis) he gains. The fourth and the
last chapter dealswith emancipation or freedom froni the shackles of this world.r I. The word
'Yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit root 'yuj' which means to bind, join, attach and yoke, to direct
and concentrate the attention in order to use it for meditation. Yoga, therefore, is the art which
brings an incoherent and scattered mind w a reflective and coherent state. It is the communion
of the human soul with Divinity.12. In nature's heritage to man are the three characteristics or



qualities (gunas), �amely, illumination (sattva), action (rajas) and inertia (tamas). What is Yoga?
5Set on the wheel of time (kalachakra: kala= time, chakra =wheel), like a pot on the potter's
wheel (kulalachakra), man is moulded and remoulded inaccordance with rhe predominating
order of these three fundamental intermingling characteristics.13. Man is endowed with mind
(manas), intellect (buddhi) and ego (aharhkara ), collectively known as consciousness (chitta),
which is a sourceof thinking, understanding and acting. As the wheel of life turns, consciousness
experiences the five miseries of ignorance (avidya), selfishness (asmita), attachment (raga),
aversion (dvesa; and love of life (abhinivesa). These in turn leave the chitta in five different states
which may bedull (mudha), wavering (k�ipta), parti ally stable (viksipta), one-pointedattention
(ekagra) and controlled (niruddha). Chitta is like fire, fuelled bydesires (vasanas), without which
the fire dies out. Chitta in that pure state becomes a source of enlightenment. eight stages on the
path of realisation, which are dealt 14. Pa tanjali evolved with in the next chapter. Chitta in a state
of dullness is purified through yama, niyama and asana through which the mind is spurred to
activity. Asana and Pranayama bring the wavering mind to a state of some stability. The
disciplines ofpra1_1ayama and Pratyahara make the chitta attentive and focus its energy. It is
then restrained in this state by dhyana and samadhi. As it progresses the higher stages of Yoga
become predominant, but the preceding stages which lay the foundation should be neither
ignored norneglected.I .s. Before exploring the unknown 'Atma', the sadhaka has to learn about
his known body, mind, intellect and ego. 'When he knows the 'known' in its totality, these merge
into the 'unknown' like rivers merging into the sea. At that moment he experiences the highest
state of joy (ananda).16. First, Yoga deals with health, strength and conquest of the body. Next, it
lifts the veil of difference between the body and the mind. Lastly, it leads the sadhaka to peace
and unalloyed purity. 17. Yoga systematically teaches man to search for the divinity within
himself with thoroughness and efficiency. He unravels himself from the external body to the self
within. He proceeds from the body to the nerves, and from the nerves to the senses. From the
senses he enters into the mind, which controls the emotions. From the mind he penetrates into
the intellect, which guides reason. From the intellect, his path leads to the will and thence to
consciousness (chitta). The last stage is from consciousness to his Self, his very being
(Atma).r8. Thus, Yoga leads the sadhaka from ignorance to knowledge, from darkness to light
and from death to immonality.Chapter 2Stage s of Yog a1. The stages of Yoga are eight: yama,
niyama, asana, praJ:layama,praryaha.ra, dharal)a, dhyana and samadhi. They are all imegrated,
but forthe sake of convenience they are dealt with as independent components.2. A tree has
roots, rrunk, branches, leaves, bark, sap, flowers and fruits.Each one of these com ponents has
a separate identiry, but each component cannot by itse If become a tree. It is the same with
Yoga. As all the parrs put together become a tree, so all the eight stages put together form Yoga.
The universal principles of Yama are the roots and the individual disciplines of Niyama form the
trunk. Asanas are like various branches spreading indifferent directions. Pra1_1ayama, which
aerates the body with energy, is likethe leav es which aerate the entire tree. Praryahl'lra prevents
the energy of the senses flowing ou twards, just as th e bark protects a tree from decay. Dharlll)A



is the sap of the tree that holds the body and intellect firm. Dhyanais the flower ripeni ng into the
fruit of sarnadhi. Even as the fruit is thehighest deve lopment of a tree, the realisation of one's
true self (atmadarsana) is the culmination of the practice of Yoga.of Yoga. Through the eight
stages of Yoga, the sadhaka develops understanding of his own self. He proceeds step by step
from rhe known - his body-to theun known. He proceeds from the outer envelope of the body -
the skin to the mind. From the mind (manas), he goes to the intelle ct (buddhi), the
will(salhkalpa), discriminating consciousness (viveka-khyati or prajila), conscience (sad-asad-
viveka) and lastly the Self (Atma).YamaYamaYarna is a collective name for universal moral
commandments. These commandments are eternal, irrespective of class, time and place.
Thesegreat vows (mahivratas) are non-violence (ah.i.J:hsa), truth (satya), nonstealing (asteya),
continence (brahmacharya) and non-covetousness (aparigr.lha). Non-violence is withdrawal
from the infliction of any type of inj ury, whether physical or mental, in thought or deed. 'When
barred andanimosity are abandoned, an all-embracing love remains. The yogi isruthless ly
truthful and honest with himse lf, and whatever he thinks or speaks turns out to be true. He
controls his desires and reduces his wants, so that he becomes richer without stealing and
things come ro him without hisasking. Continence (brahmacharya) is enjoined in all matters of
sex, whether in imagination or in fact. This discipline brings in its wake virility and the ability to
see divinity in all forms without sexual arousal. One should not desire things that are not
necessary to maintain life, for desire is followed by avarice which kads to sorrow if one cannot
get what one wants. When desires multiply, right conduct is destroyed.Niyama5· Niyamas are
the mles for self-purification, namely, purity (saucha),contentment (santosa), austerity (tapas),
study of the scriptures (svadhyaya) and surrender to the Lord of all our actions (isvara
pranidhana).The yogi knows that his body and senses are susceptible to desires, which
prejudice the mind, so he observes these principles. Purity is of two kinds,internal and external,
and both must be cultivated. The latter means purityof behaviour and habits, cleanliness of
person and surroundings. The former is the rooting our of six evils, namely, passion (kama),
anger (krodha), gr eed (lobha), infatuation (moha), pride (mada), malice and envy(matsarya).
This eradication is achieved by occupying the mind with goodconstructive thoughts, leading to
divinity. Contenunent reduces desires, makes one cheerful and gives balance of mind. Austerity
enables one to discipline the body and to endure hardship and advers ity, thus directing the
mind towards the Self within. Study here is me education of oneself by searching for truth and
self-realisation. Finally it is the surrender of all our actions to the Lord and abiding entirely in His
will. Thus the niyamas arethe virtues which calm the disturbed mind, leading towards peace both
within and around the sadhaka.Asanas6. Before dealing with the asanas, it is essential to know
about puru�a andprak�ti. Puru�a (literally 'person') is the universal psychic principle, which
though unable to perform any action by itself, animates and vitalises nature (prakrti or. the
producer), the universal physical principle, which throughits three qualities and evolutionary
powers (gui;UJs) produces intellect (buddhi) and mind (manas).Purusaand prakrti acting
together stir the material world to activity.Both are limitless, without beginning or end. Prak�ti



consists of five grosselements (pancha mah.abhutas) namely, earth (p�thvi), water (ap), fire
(tejas), air (vayu) and ether (akasa). Their five subtle counterparts (tanmAtras) are smell
(gandha), taSte (rasa), form (rupa), touch (sparsa) and sound (sabda). These gross elements
and their counterparts merge with the three qualities and evolutionary powers (gunas) of prakrti,
namely,form the illumination (sattva), activity (rajas) and don�ncy (tamas) ·tocosmic intellect
(mahat). Ego (ahartJ.ka.ra), intellect (buddhi) and mind(manas) form consciousness (chitta), the
individual counterpart of mahat.8 Lighc on Prllf!llyllma Mahar is the unevolved primary germ of
nature or productive principlewhence all ph enomena of the material world are developed. There
are fiveor gans of perception (j fianendriyas) - ears, nose, tongue, eyes and skin and five sense
of action (karmendriyas) - legs, arms, speech, excretory and reproductive organs. Prakrti, the
five gross elemems, their five subtle counterparts, the ego, intellect and mind, the five organs of
perception, the five organs of action and purusa make up me twenty-five basic elements
(tattvas) of sartt khya philosophy. A pitcher cannot be made withour apotter, nor can a house wi
thout a mason. Creation cannot take placewithout purusa, the Primeval Force, coming into
contact with the tattvas. All existence 'revolves around purusa and prakrti. Life is a combination
of the body, organs of perce ption and action, mind, intellect, ego and soul. The mind acts as a
bridge berween the body and the soul. The mind is imperceptible and intangible. The self fulfils
its aspirations and pleasmes through the mind acting as a mirror and the body as an instrument
of enjoyment and attainment.8. According to the Indian system of medicine (Ayurveda) the body
is made up ofseven constituent elements ( dharu s) and three humours (dO!! aS). The seven
elements are so called because they sustain the body. They are chyle (rasa}, blood (rakta), flesh
(mamsa), fat {medas), bones (asthi),marrow {majja) and semen (sukta). These keep the body
immune fwminfection and diseases.9· Chyle is formed by the action of gastric juices on food.
Blood producesflesh and refreshes the entire body. Flesh protects the bones and produces fat.
Fat lubricates and brings firmness to the body. Bones uphold the body and produce marrow.
Marrow gives strength and produces semen. Semennot only procreates but, according to lhe
ancient texts, in its subtle state flows throughout the subtle body in the form of cenain vital
energy.10. The three humours (do�as) of wind (vata), bile (pina) and phlegm (sle�ma), when
evenly balanced give perfect health. Imbalances in them cause diseases. The subtle or vital
energy called wind prompts breathing,movement, action, excretion and procreation. It co-
ordinates the functionsof different parts of the body and human faculties. Bile creates thirst and
hunger. It digests food and convens it into blood, keeping the body temperature constant.
Phlegm lub ricates the joints and muscles and helps to heal wounds. Mala is the waste matter,
solid, liquid or gaseous. Unless it is excreted, diseases set in, disturbing the balance of the three
humours.The Kosas11. According to Ved anta philosophy, there are three frames or types
ofbody (sarira) enveloping the soul. They consist of five inter-penetrating and inter-dependent
sheaths (koSas).The three sarJras are: (a) sthula, the gross frame or the anatomical sheath,(b)
suk�ma, the subtle frame, consisting of the physiological, the psychological and intellectual
sheaths, and (c) kiiral)a , the so-called causal frame -the spiritual sheath.The sthula 5artra is the



sheath of nourishment (annamaya kosa).The physiological (priil)aiilllya), the psychological
(manomaya) and theintellecrual (vijfianamaya) sheaths make up the subtle body (s(lk�ma
sarlra).Pranamaya kosa includes the respiratory, circulatory, digest ive, nervous, endocrine,
excretory and genital systems. Manomaya kosa affects the functions of awareness, feeling and
motivation not derived from subjective experience. Vijftllnamaya kosa affects the intellectual
process of reasoning and ju dgemenr derived through subjective experience.The karana sartra
is the sheath of joy (anandamaya kosa). The experienceof being aware of it is felt by the
sadhaka when he wakes after a deeprefreshing sleep and when he is totally absorbed in the
object of hismeditation.The skin encloses all the sheaths and bodies. It should be firm and
sensitive to the slightest movement. All the sheaths are inter-mingled ontheir different levels from
the skin to the Self.Aims in Life ( Puru�iirthas 112. Man has fou r aims in his life; dhanna, anha,
kama and moksa. Dh armai s duty. 'Without this and ethical discipline, spiritual attainment is
impossible.Anha is the acquisition of wealth for independence and hi gher pursuits in life. It
cannot give lasting joy; nevertheless, a poorly nourished body is a fertile ground for worries and
diseases.Kama means the pl easures of life, which depend largely on a healthy body. As the Ka
thopanisad says, the 'self' cannot be experienced by aweakling_Mok�a is liberation. The
enlightened man realises that power, pleasure, wealth and knowledge pass away and do not
bring freedom. He tries to riseabove his siittvic, raj asic and ramasic qualities and so escape
from the grasp of the gunas.13 . The body is the abode of Brahman. It plays a viral part i n
attaining the fou r-fold aims of li fe . The sages knew that though the body wears out, itserves as
an instrument to attain realisation and, as such, it has to be kept in good condition.14. Asanas
purify the body and mind and have preventive and curativeeffects. They are innumerable,
catering to the various needs of themuscular, dige-stive, circulatory, glandular, nerv ous and
other systems ofthe body.1 o Light on Pril'}l!yamaThey cause changes at all levels from the
physical to the spiritu al. Health is the delicate balance of body, mind and spirit. By practising
asanas the sadhaka's physical disabilities and mental distractions vanish and the gates of the
spirit are opened.Asanas bring health, beauty, strength, firmness, lightness, clarity of speech
and expression, calmness of the nerves and a happy disposition. Their practice can be
compared ro the growth of a mango tree. If the tree has grown sound and healthy, its essem;:e is
to be found in its fru it. Likewise, the essence distilled from practising asanas is the spiritual
awakening of the sadhaka. He is free from all dualities.15. There is a popular misconception that
both asanas and pra�ayllma should be practised together from the time Yoga-sad hana is
begun. It is the author's experience that if a novice attends to the pe rfection of the postures, he
cannot concentrate on breathing. He loses balance and the depth of the asanas. Attain stead
iness (s thirata) and stillness (achalata) in asanas before introducing rhythmic breathing
techniques. The range of bodily move- ments varies from posture to posture. The less the range
of movement, the smaller will be the space in the lungs and the breathing pattern will be shorter.
The greater the range of bodily mO\'eme nt in asanas, the greater will be the lung capacity, and
the deeper the breath ing pattern. \X-'hen Pra�ayama and asanas are done together, see that



the perfect posrure is not disturbed. Until the postures are perfected, do not attempt pranayama.
One soon realises that when asanas are well performed, pra�ayamic breathing automatically
sets in.PraniJylJ.ma16. Pra�yama is a conscious prol ongation of inhalation, retention and
exhalation. Inhalation is the act of rece iving the primeval energy in the form of breath, and
retention is when the breath is held in order to savour that energy. In exhalation all thoughts and
emotions are emptied with breath: then, while the lungs are empty, one surrenders the
individualenergy, 'I', to the primeval energy, the Atma.The practice of Prat:tayama develops a
steady mind, strong will-power and sound jud gement.Pratyahiira17 . This is a discipl ine to bring
the mind and senses under control . The mind plays a dual role. On one hand it seeks to gratify
the senses, and on the other, to unite with the Self. Pratyahara quietens the senses and draws
them inwards, leading the aspirant to the Divine.DharatJa, Dhyana and Samadhi18. Dharal):l is
concentration on a single point, or total :mention on whatone is doing, the mind remaining
unmoved and unruffled. It stimu lates theStages of Yoga IIinner awareness to integrate the ever-
flowing intelligence, and releases all tensions. When it continues for a long time it becomes
meditation (dhyana), an indescribable state that has to be experienced to be understood.19.
"When the state of dhyana is maintained for a long time withoutinterruption it merges into
samadhi, where the sadhaka loses his individual identity in the object of mediration ... w. In
samadhi, the sadhaka loses consciousness of his body, breath, mind, intel ligence and ego. He
lives in infinite peace. In this state, his wisdom and purity, combi ned with simplicity and humility,
shine forth. Nor only is he enl ightened , but he illu mines all those who come to him in search of
truth.z I. Yama, Niyama, As ana and Pranayama are essential parts of the Yoga of action
(karma). They keep the body and mind healthy for performing allacts that please God.
Pranayama, Pratyah ara and Dha.rana are parts of theYoga of knowledge (j iiana). Dhyana and
samadi help the sadhaka to merge his body, mind and intelligence in the ocean of the Self. This
is the Yoga ofdevotion and love (bhakti).22.ow into the river of These three streams of jiiana,
karma and bhakti flYoga and lose their identity. Thus the path of Yoga alone rakes every rype of
sadhaka, from the dull (mudha) to the restrained (niruddha), towards freedom and
beatitude.Chapter 3r. It is as difficult to explain Prana as it is to explain God. PraJ?.a is theenergy
permeating the universe at all levels. It is physical, mental, intellectual, sexual, spiritual and
cosmic energy. All vibrating energies areprana. All physical energies such as heat, light, gravity,
magnetism andeiectridty are also pra�a. h is the hidden or potential energy in all beings,
released to the fullest extent in times of danger. ll is the pr ime mover of all activity. It is energy
which creates, protects and destroys. Vigour, power, vitality, life and spirit are all forms of
pral)a.2. According to the Upanisads, pr:tt:�a is the principle of life and conscious-ness. his
equated with the real Self(Atm:t). Pra.na is the breath oflife of allbeings in the universe. They are
born through and live by it, and when they die their individual breath dissolves into the cosmic
breath. Pr:tna is the hub of the Wheel of Life. Everything is established in il. It pe�ates the life-
giving sun, the clouds, the winds (v:tyus), the earth (p�thvi), and all forms of matter. It is being
(sat) and non-being (asat). It is the source of all knowledge. It is the Cosmic Personality (the



puru�a) of Samkhya philosophy. Therefore the Yogi takes refuge in prllr:ta.3. Prana is usually
translated as breath, yet this is only one of its manymanife's tations in the human body. If
breathing stops, so does life. Ancient Indian sages knew that all fu nctions of the body were
performed by fivetypes of vital energy (prD.r:ta-vayus). These are known as prllna (here
thegeneric term is used to designate the particular), apana, samllna, udllna andvyana. They are
specific aspects of one vital cosmic force (vital wind), thepri meval principle of existence in all
beings. God is one, but the wisedesignate Him by various names, and so it is with prar:ta.4.
Prar:ta moves in the thoracic region and control s breathing. It absorbsvital atmosphe ric energy.
Apana moves in the lower abdomen and controls the el imination of urine, semen and faeces.
Samana stokes the gastric fires,aiding digestion and maintaining the harmonious functioning of
theabdominal organs. It integrates the whole of the human gross body. U dana, working through
the throat (the pharynx and the larynx), controls the vocal cords and the intake of air and food .
Vyiina pervades the entire body, distributing the energy derived from food and breath through
the arteries, veins and nerves.Pra7JU. and PraTJllyama 1313In prlii_J.llyllma, the prai_J.a-vayu
is activated by the inward breath and the apana-vayu by an outward breath. Udana raises the
energy from the lower spine to the brain. Vyana is essential for the function of prai_J.a and
apana as it is the medium for transferring energy from the one to the other.6. There are also five
subsidiary divisions known as upapranas or upavayus, namely, naga, ko.rma, iq"kara, devadana
and dhanartlj aya. Naga relieves pressure on the abdomen by belching. Ko. rma controls the
movements of the eye· lids to prevent foreign matter entering the eyes; it also controls the size of
the iris, thereby regulating the intensity of light for sight. K�kara prevents substances passing up
the nasal passages and down the throat by making one sneeze or cough. Devadana causes
yawnings andinduces sleep. Dhanarttjaya produces phlegm, nourishes and remains in thebody
even after death and sometimes inflates a corpse.7. According to Ayurveda, vata, which is one
of the three humours (do�a), is another name of prlii_J.a. Charaka Samhita explains the
functions of vata in the same manner as Yoga texts explain prana. The only perceptible
expression of the functioning of prlii_J.a is felt in the movements of the lungs activated by inner
energy, causing respiration. China and PriltJa8. China and prlii_J.a are in constant association.
Where there is chitta there pra� is focused, and where prlii_J.a is there chitta is focused. The
chitta is like a vehicle propelled by two powerful forces, prlii_J.a and vasana (desires). It moves
in the direction of the more powerful force. As a ball rebounds when struck ro the ground, so is
the sadhaka tossed according to the movement of prana and china. If breath (p rllna) prevails,
then the des ires are controlled, the senses are held in check and the mind is stilled. [f the force
of desire prevails, the breathing becomes uneven and the mind getsagitated.9. In the third
chapter of H a!ha Yoga Pradipika, Swatmarama states that as long as the breath and prana are
still, the chitta is steady and there can be no discharge of semen (sukra). In time the sadhaka's
increased vigour is sublima ted for higher and nobler pursuits. He then attains the state of
O.rdhva-retas (urdhva =u pwards; retas =semen), one who has sublimated sexual energy and
his chitta to merge in pure consciousness. hisP rll�Jiiyama10. 'Pra:t:ta' means breath, res



piration, life, vitality, energy or strength.When used in the plural, it denotes certain vital breaths
or currents ofenergy (prana-vayus). 'ayama' means stretch, extension, expansion, length,
breadth, regu lation, prolongation, restraint or control. 'Pranayama' thusmeans the prolongation
of breath and its restraint. The Siva Samhita calls it--- -- �·14 Light on Pranayiima�ayu sadhana
(vayu = breath; sadhana =practice, quest). Patanjali in hisYoga SiUras (Ch. z, Sotras 4�5 1)
describes pranayama as the controlledimake and ou tflow of breath in a firmly established
posture.r I. Prat:J.llyama is an an and has techniques to make the respiratory organs to move
and expand intentionally, rhythmically and intens ively. It consists:lf long, sustained subtle flow of
inhalation (pll raka), exhalation (rechaka)md retention ofbrearh (kumbhaka). Pu raka stimu lates
the system; rechaka throws out vitiated air and toxins; kumbhaka dist ributes the energy
throughout the body. The movements include horizon tal expansion:ctairghya), vertical
ascension (aroha) and circu mferential extension (vii;alata) of the lungs and the rib cage. The
processes and techniques of pranayama are explained in later chapters.This disc iplined
breathing helps the mind ro concentrale and enables the sadhaka ro attain robust health and
longevity.rz. Pra�ayama is not just automatic habitual breathing to keep body andsoul together.
Through the abundant imake of oxygen by its disciplinedtechniques, subtle chemical changes
take place in the sadhak.a's body . Thepractice of asanas removes the obstructions which
impede the flow of prana, and the prac1ice of pral)ayama regulates that flow of Light on
Pral)ayamaPral).ayama DrpikaB. K. S. IyengarIntroduction by Yehudi MenuhinLondon UNWIN
PAPERBACKSBoston SydneyPral)ayama, the yogic art of breathing, leads to a control of rhe
emotions which in turn brings stability, concentration and mental poise. Pra�ayama is a bridge
which helps the student of yoga 10 cross from the realm of purely physical development to that
of the spirir and forms a crucial stage in his journey rowards self-realisation.Light on
Prii7JiiJIIima is a worthy companion and sequel to the author's Light on Yoga which is nowwidely
recognised as a classic text on the practice of Hatha Yoga. The present book is also practical
and thorough, offering a trustworthy guide to all who wish to develop the art of yogic
breathing.The respiratory system is discussed from the points of view of both modern anatomy
and the ancient yoga texts. The 14 basic types ofPriii,layama are analysed in such a way as to
offer the reader a programme of 82 carefully graded stages from the simplest breathing patterns
to the most advanced. These stages have been tabulated for easy reference and the tables are
a unique feature of the book.Light on Prii7Jiiyiima provides the student with acomprehensive
background of yoga philosophy and discusses such allied topics as the Na�is, Bandhas ,
Chakras and Bija Mantra. For the serious student there is a full progressive course lasting 200
weeks with special emphasis on the difficulties and dangersthat are to be avoided in the practice
of Pragayama.LIGHT ON PRANAYAMA By the same authorCONCISE LIGHT ON YOGA YOGA
LIGHT ONOther Yoga booksBIKRAM'S BEGINNING YOGA CLASS PRANAYAMAYOGA AND
HEALTHYOGA FOR HEALTH AND VITALITYYOGA SELF TAUGHT YOGA WEEK BY
WEEKFirst published in Great Britain by George Allen & t:'nwin 1981 First published by Unwin
Paperbacks 1983Reprinted 1983This book is copyright under the Berne Convention. No



reproduction without permission. All rights reserved.U��PAPERBACKS40 Museum Street,
London WCIA ILU, UKUnwin Paperbacks,Park Lane, Heme! Hempstead, Hens HP1 4TE, UK
Allen & Unwin Inc.,9 Winchester Terrace, Winchester, Mass ot890, USAGeorge Allen & Unwin
Australia Pty Ltd,8 Napier Street, Nonh Sydney, NSW 1o6o, Australia©B. K. S. Iyengar,
1981British Library CataJocuiDg in Publication DataLibrary or ConJMSS Catalotinl!l in
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Ramama�INVOCATIONSTo Lord HanumanI salute Lord Hanumiin, Lord of Breath, Son of the
Wind Godwho bears five faces and dwells wir.hin usIn the form of five winds or
energiespervading our body, mind and soul,Who re-united Pralqti (Sita) with Puru� (R.ama)May
He bless !.he practitionerBy uniting his vital energy pr3J:IaWith the Divine Spirit within.* * *To
Sage PatanjaliI bow before the noblest of sages, ParanjaliWho brought serenity of mind by his
work on Yoga, Clarity of speech by his work on grammar, and Purity of body by his work on
medicine .... ...Where there is Yoga,There is prosperity, success, freedom, and bliss.TRIBUTE
FROM MY GURUJiB. K. Sundrartjena rachitt nlltnayuktibihiYogaststram samalatp.bhya
pra�yama pradlpikaVividhai pr�asarpchara v�tti rodha vibhodhanaihi �a�chakranikare
na.�ljale lohita sodhakaihi 2Panchapr8..I_la prasa.raiS<:ha nirodhanancha bhodhakaihi
Yuktadhyananukulacha Pr&JC!ayamabhila�inam 3 AI.okitacha sasvartharn maya sri
krsnayoginaAdriyerannimarp gramharatnam bhiJvi vipakhitaha 4 I June 1979 T. Kr:pJamachiirya
I. Light on PrlirJiiyiima written by B. K. Sundara Raja Iyengar, is a fresh, up-t()-date presentation
of theandent science of Yoga.:z. It deals with subtle functioning of the brearh, various techniques
of inhalation, retention and exhalation and ofthe filtration of the crimson coloured fluid � the Life
Force with unchecked flow through the network of channels (nadis) and the subtle centres
(chakras). ll explains the vitalising of the cosmic energy as it makes itself manifest in five forms,
while emphasis is laidon do's and don'ts. The work is of immense value toardent practitioners of
pra�ayama.nt practitioners of pra�ayama. Scholars will surely be interested by this
thoughtprovoking treatise, a precious gem in the firmament of yoga.T.
Kg;t:J31113charyaIntroduction by Yehudi MenuhinB. K. S. Iyengar has done for the more elusive
praJ?-ayama, that is the movement of air which is said to determine life on earth, the same
service rhat he has rendered to the physical features ofha�ha yoga. He has moved into a more
ethereal, subtle aspect of our very existence_ He has placed in the hands of the layman a book
which contains, in some respects, more information, more knowledge and more wisdom in a
more integrated way than is available to our most brilliant students of conventional medicine, for
it is a medicine of health and not of sickness, it is an understanding of spirit, body and mind that
is as healing as it is invigorating_ Not orrly can the individual be restored to wholeness bur the
whole progress of a lifetime is seen in powerful perspective. He teaches us in line with the
ancient Indian philosophy that life is not only dust to dust, but air to air, that, as with the process
of fire, matter is transformed into heat, light and radiation from which we may gather strength_
But strength is more than the transformation of matter into other forms of matter, it is the



transformation of the whole cycle of air and light into matter and back again_ In fact, it completes
Ei nstein's equation of matter and energy and translates it into the human, the living incarnation_
It is no longer an atomic bomb, it is no longer the explosion of the atom, the harnessing of
matter, it is the irradiation of the human being with light and power, the very sources of energy.I
believe that this treatise, drawn from ancient, classical Indian texts, will provide illuminating
guidelines to the reconciliation of various practice-s of medicine from acupuncture to touch and
sound therapy to the mutual and reciprocal benefit of them all. It will also teach us to respect
those elements which we have treated with such contempt- air, water and light- without which
life cannot survive. With this book, Mr Iyengar, my guru in yoga, has added a new and greater
dimension to the life of the people of the West, urging us to join our brothers of every colour and
every creed in the celebration of life with due reverence and purpose.Yehudi
MenuhinForeword'Yoga is nothing but the total experience of human life; it is a science of the
integral man!' Jaques S. Masui.Yogacharya Sri B. K. S. Iyengar, the author of Light on Yoga
hardly needs an introduction to the seekers oflight on Pra':layama. The science and art of Yoga,
as presented by Patanjali centuries before Christ, begins by moral and other precepts for
physical, vital and mental health, potency and purification. It proceeds to postures asanas, which
influence the aspirant beneficially through the neurophysiological system and the endocrine
glands. Sri Iyengar has dwelt with them in his book Light on Yoga in such a thorough and
detailed manner, with about six hundred photographs, thar there is scarcely any other work on
that subject so encyclopaedic, precise and lucid. The book gives the complete theory of Yoga
and treats the subject of asanas fully, with a peep into pranayama. Published by George
Allenand Unwin, Ltd, the book. is so popular that it has run into many editions and has been
translated into several languages. Iris being used as a practical guide by people all over the
world.Sri Iyengar, impelled by nature and driven by circumstances, learnt Yoga the hard way at
the feet of his guru Sri Krishnamacharya. Sri Iyengar has been himself a teacher of Yoga, and a
good task-master at that, all the time. What he speaks and writes about Yoga is like an abundant
overspill from all his rich and meaningful personal experiences. The demonstration lecture on
asanas that he gave in Bombay last December on the occasion of his sixty-first birthday, with his
daughter Geeta and son Prashanra, was a marvellous revelation of his control over every nerve
and muscle of his supple body. Hundreds of his disciples from abroad witnessed the
performance and wondered how he retained such plasticity and vigour at that age. To him it was
child's play, a mere routine. One of his close disciples remarked that he has trained his body 'to
twist, to twine, to turn, to bend, to wriggle, to pull, to flex' and much besidesrIt is but logical that
one should expect from Sri Iyengar an equally exhaustive and instructive book on Pra�yama,
which is the next step in Yoga, namely, the science and art of breath-control. Though there are
several yogas practised, such as ha�ha-yoga, raja-yoga, jiiana- yoga, ku��alini-yoga, mantra-
yoga, lay a-yoga and so on, basically and in essence Yoga is a scientific and systematic
discipline for a successful organisation ofxvi Lighr an Prtmayamaall the energies and facuhies of
the integral human being with a view toattaining the highest ecstatic communion with the cosmic



reality or God.Breath-control is helpful in every one of the yogas mentioned above. All the texts
on Yoga as well as the experience of ages testify to the fact that breathcontrol is an important
factor in the control of the mind as well. However, breath-control, that is pranayama, is nm
merely deepbreathing orbreathing exercist>s, normally a parr of physical culture. It is something
farmore, involving exercises which affect not onlr the physical, physiological and nl!ural energies
hut also the psychological and cerebral activitit:s, suchas memory-training and creativity. Sri Au
robindo, the sage and seer ofPondicherry, has recorded that after practising pranayama he
could compose and retain in his memory abour two hundred lines of poetry, while earlier he
could not handle c.-ven a dozen.In recent decades, western medicine, after experimentation,
has come torecognise and use the health-giving and invigorating effects of what is called
voluntary respiration. Yoga teaches and practises pranayama, ascribing to it indisputable
educative, regulative and spirituai value.Wladimir Bischler, in Chapter 14 ofAlrruistic and
Spiritual Growrh, says The Fonns and Techmqu.:s ofthat medical science has nowreconciled
itself to some of the methods borrowed from the oriem and studied the mulriple effects of correct
voluntary respiration. He has detailed the multiple effects of it not merely on the lungs but on the
whole metabolism of the human body. He has said that spirotherapy, the name he gives to the
method, opens new and broad horizons to medicine, to hygiene and to therapeutics. He has
ended by saying that investigations of modern science have only confirmed the empirical imu
itions of the orientalsages and philosophers.Pra�ayarna, as an essential ingredient of yogic
discipline, might wellbestow a number of benefits other than mental and spiritual. But the main
aim of Yoga is self-realisation, communion of the self with the Self; theexercise of pranayama
involves the control of the mind and of the whole of human consciousness, which is the basis of
all cognition and awareness. A human being consists of his body, his life, including all biological
activities,and his mind, which is the seat of what we call the ego- the 'I', and allcerebral activities
centred round the 'I'. The goal of Yoga is to empty the whole of one's basic power of
consciousness of all memory, ideation, sensual urges and desires and try to be aware of pure
consciousness, as a spark of the cosmic energy itself, which is of the nature of the self-
conscious principle of Supreme Intelligence. For a per;on who wants to tread the path of Yoga,
his first effon will have to be to cease to identify himself with the body-life-mind complex
completely and to look upon those threeelements as tools for transcending the ego, in order to
identify his inner being with the pure, unmixed power of consciousness whose very nature is all-
peace, harmony and creative joy.Foreword xviiPrat:Jayama ther�fore h;1s a special meaning
and significance in Yoga. Pr:JJ:la means the breath, the air and life itself. But in Yoga, prana (in
all its five aspens in man of pra_.:Ia, apana, vyana, udana and samana) is the very essence of
the energising principle of the animate and inanimate world. It pervades the whole universe. And
prlit:J3.yllina means the full control of that energising principle in one's own being by a certain
discipline. This discipline aims not only at good health, an equilibrium in the physical and vital
energies, but also the purification of the whole nervou� system in order to make it more capable
of responding to the will of the Yogi in comrolling the sense-urges, and in making the mental



powers more sub de and sensitive to the call of the evolutionary urge, the higher divine nature in
man.It is not often that prlll)ayama is treated as an independent subject. Mostof the ancient texts
on Yoga, beginning wirh Patanjali, treat it as an essentialpart of yogic discipline. Recently
however, there have been publications on this subject independently, though they are few when
compared with the wilderness of books on asanas. A full scientific treatment, based on a lifetime
experience of teaching in all aspects of Yoga has, however, been long-awaited. Every lover of
Yoga will therefore welcome Sri Iyengar's book.When I took up Sri Iyengar's manuscript in order
to write the Foreword, I could see how· difficult and challenging a task it must have been for him
to write on this subject for westerners in the English language. Unlike many othex writers on
such a subject, he has been a householder and has followed the rradition of invoking his ISra
Devata (chosen deity) as well as quoting the Gna and relevant texts. Here I would assert that
Yoga is not a part of any religion with a theology. and ritualism. It has no hierarchy. It is a cultux-al
and spiritual discipline open to all mankind without any distinction of caste, creed, colour, race,
sex or age. Perhaps the only essential qualification is a belief in the potentialities of one's own
consciousness and an aspiration to reach its summit by following the laws of consciousness
itself. Another very unorthodox and striking characteristic of Sri Iyengar is that instead oflooking
upon a family as a burden, and a wife as an obstacle to yogic life, he has named his Yoga
Institute in Pune after his departed lifemate Shrimati Ramamal)i and dedicated this book to her.
By these acts SriIyengar abundantly proves that Yoga is for life and not away from it, as
SriAurobindo has so often repeated.Another difficulty concerns terminology and the use of
words which areill in Sanskrit in the original. Sri Iyengar has done his best to be as precisemd
accurate a s possible in his choice of English equivalents and has tried to :onvey the sense of
the original. He is a master of detail and is never atisfied rill he feels that the reader has
understood what he has wanted to ell him. Take the word Pranayama itself: it is so rich in its
connotation that o convey its meaning by saying 'breath-control', 'voluntary respira{ion' or :he
science of breathing' would not be adequate at all. For instance, none ofxviii Lighc on
PrO.rJO.yamamese phrases can include the idea of kumbhaka, nor of breathing through
alternate nostrils in different measures. Much less can they indicate me different types of
breathing such as ujjayi, seetali and so on, or these in combination with mudras and bandhas.
Sri Iyengar has taken special care to see that even the use of the thumb and fingers for holding
the nostrils in position is accurately and adequately described. This care in the use of words,
together with necessary precautions and combined with the illustrations, arc calculated to guide
the aspiranr in following the art of pra':layama as closely as the written word can achieve.Sri
Iyengar knows full well that the science and art of Yoga is not complete without dharat;�a,
dhyana and samadhi. This triune is the crown of Yoga and is called samyama. It leads the yogi
step by step to transcend the region ofthe senses and the reign of the ego for the gradual
transformation of the integral being inro a new life of unitive living with the Supreme Spirit in
unmixed joy and harmony. He has therefore given in this book an inkling of what is called
meditation or dhyana. He has ended by providing a few hints about Sav!lsana, the posture which



leads to utter relaxation with faint awareness. He rounds off this great effort of writing on
prilt;J.ilyilma by offering the reader the secret of real relaxarion, so mat he may be ready for the
next and final ascent to the summit of meditative samadhi. Let us look forward for the completion
in due course of rhe trio: Lighr on Yoga, Ughl on Pra!J(iyiima and Lighr on Dhyana, so that while
Sri Iyengar's life would be one of fulfillment, that of others would have a triple illumination for their
journey to the Everest of sp irituality.Bangalore R. R. Diwakar 14 June 1979PrefaceMy first book,
Light on Yoga, captured the minds and hearts of ardent students and even changed the lives of
many who at first were curious about this noble art, science and philosophy. I hope that Light on
PriitJiiyama will also enhance their knowledge.With respect and reverence to Patanjali and the
Yogis of ancient India who discovered Pr!ll_l!lyllma, I share with fellow men and women the
nectar of its simplicity, clarity, subtleness, fineness and perfection. In the recent past, during my
practices, a new light of inner awareness dawned on me which I had not experienced when I
wrote Light on Yoga. My friends and pupils pressed me to put my experiences as well as my oral
teachings down on paper; hence this attempt to explain the subtle observations and reflections
that I made to help students in their search for refinement and precision.Many western scholars
have accepted the ancient conception that man is a trinity of body, mind and spirit. Various
techniques of physical exercises, athletics and sports were devised to keep men and women
healthy. They were designed to supply the needs of the body (annamaya ko5a) with its bones,
joints, muscles, tissues, cells and organs. Indian scholars call this discipline the 'conquest
ofm:mer'. This I have explained fully in my bookLight on Yoga. Only recently have western
savants become aware of thetechniques developed in ancient India for examining the systems
of breathing, blood-circulation, digestion, assimilation, nourishment, the endocrine glands and
the nerves, the subtle fonns of which are collectively known as the Conquest of Life Force
(praz:tamaya kosa).Yoga Vidya is a codified system which has laid down eight phases for
selfrealisation. They are: Yama, Niyama, Asana, PraJC!llyama, Pratyahara, Dharan!l, Dhyana
and Samadhi. In this book emphasis is laid on Pranayamato keep the involuntary or autonomous
controlling systems of the humanbody in a balanced state of health and perfection.There were
no scholars, saints or yogis in my home to inspire me to take up Yoga. As a child I was afflicted
with many diseases, and as destiny would have it, this led me to Yoga in 1934 in the hope of
regaining my health. Since then it has been my way of life. It has taught me to be punctual and
disciplined despite hardships which frequently disrupted my daily practices, learning and
experiences.In the beginning, Pranayama was a suuggle. Over-mdulgcnce in the daily practice
ofasanas shook my inner body many times within minutes ofstarting Pra':lii yama. Each morning
I got up to practise, and it was a strain to hold my breath and keep ro the rhythm. I struggled on,
hardly doing three or four cycles, by which time I was gasping for air. I would rest for a few
minutes and then try again until it was impossible to continue. I asked myself why I could not do
so. I could find no answer. I had noone to guide me. Failures and errors taunted my body, mind
and self for a number of years, but I steadfastly cominued m improve my standards. Today, I still
devote daily one hour at a stretch to Pranayama and find that even this is inadequate.Words can



hypnotise and attract a reader towards a religious practice(sadhana) and make him think that he
understands a spiritual experience.Reading, however, only makes him more learned, while
practice (sadhana) in what he has read brings him nearer to truth and clarity. Fact is truth and
clarity is purity. The present age is one of scientific advancement and new words flood the dic
tionaries. Being a pure sadhaka and not a man of words, I find it difficult m choose Ihe correct
Iechnica!Ierms to express all I wam to write. I can only do my inadequate best to present to my
readers all that I have experienced in my practice of this finest of arts.Pra':layama is a vast
subject with illimitable potentiali ties. It is psychosomatic, since it explores Ihe intimate
relationship between the body and Ihe mimi. It may appear quite simple and easy, but the
moment one sits down to practise, one quickly realises that it is a difficult art. Its subtleties are
little known and much more remains to be explored. In the past, writers of Yoga texts dealt more
wiih the effects of Pranayama than with its practicalapplication. This may be because
Pranayama used w be widely practised and the majority were familiar wiih it. Their explanations
of its effects give some idea of their experiences, which surpass their words.Ivl.any ofihe
movements in Pra�yama are infinitely subtle. For example, the deliberate and fine movements
of the skin in opposing directionsappears objectively impossible, but is a process developed in
Yoga. Withtraining the skin can be moved in this way, and this plays a major role inPranayama
practices. Thus Pra1_1ayama is in many respects a subjective art.When this skill is used lO
maximum effect, where skin movements synchronise with those of inhalation, exhalation and
retention, Ihe ftow of energy (prana) is harmonious.Modern scientists have verified the efficacy
of the intuiti ve knowledge of yogis by using electronic instruments. The effects of Pra':layama
aredefinite and not illusory. I am confident Ihat in the not too distant future the pole of objective
knowledge (science or experimentation; and the other ofsubjective knowledge (art or
participation) will play their part in unifying the study of Pranayama and its benefits.Owing to the
development of technology, modern life has become endlessly competitive, resulting in
increased strain on both men and women. It is difficult to maintain a balanced life. Anxieties and
diseasesPrefacexx1affecting the nervous and cin.:ularory systems have multiplied. In despair,
people become addicted to psychedelic drugs, smoking and drinking or indiscriminate sex to
find relief. These activities allow one to forget oneself temporarily, but the causes remain unsolve
d and the diseases return.Only Pranayama gives real relieffrom these problems. It cannot be
learntby arguments and discussions, but must be mastered with patient and cautious effort. It
starts by giving relief to sufferers from ordinary ailments like common colds, headaches and
mental disharmony. Its nadir is the elixir of life.This book is in rwo parts. The first covers three
sections dealing with the theory, the art and the techniques ofPra':layama. The second part,
entitled 'Freedom and Beatitude' is concerned with the conquest of the soul (atma jaya). It deals
with meditation (dhyana) and relaxation (savasana).In the first pan, I have tried to integrate
Pra':layama with all the different aspects of Yoga. Pra�yama is the connecting link between the
body and the soul of man, and the hub in the wheel of Yoga.I have tried to bring our hidden
techniques, so that the reader may derive maximum benefit without being beset by doubt and



confusion. I have incorporated rabies analysing different stages of important varieties of
Prat:tayllma. The tables give detailed information of the methodology for ready reference. They
also give the reader some idea of the infinite number of permutations and combinations possible
in this noble art and science. Even the uninitiated sadhaka can practise independently wirhou t
fear of illeffects. The informarion comained in the tables will make the sadhakas cautious and
bold.In the appendix I have introduced five courses, arranging them stage by stage for the
practitioner to follow according to his capacity. Each of the courses may be extended by
additional weeks if the standard given cannot be completed within the stipulated time. Though
Pnl':layama is essentially to be learnt at the feet of a guru (master), I have endeavoured with all
humility to guide the reader- both teacher and student to a safe method of perfecting this art.I
shall be happy if my work helps people to achieve peace in body, poise in mind and tranquillity in
the self. Pra1_1ayarna is a vast subject. Since my knowledge in this field has its limitations, I
shall welcome suggestions for incorporation in future editions.The Yogachudamani Upanisad
says that Pra!_layama is an exalted knowledge (maha vidya). Ir is a royal road to prosperity,
freedom and bliss.Read, re-read and digest Part I of this book before starting to praclise.I am
indebted to my guruji Sri T. Krishnamacharya for his tributes to the book. I am sincerely grateful
to Mr Yehudi Menuhin for his Introduction and Mr R. R. Diwakar for his Foreword and support. I
am indebted to my children Geeta and Prashant and to my pupils B. I. Taraporevala, M. T.
Tijuriwala , S. N. Motivala, and Dr B. Carruthers,xxii Light on PrilrJO.yamaMD, CM, FRCP, who
gave their valuable time in the preparation of the work. Their patience in editing and re-editing
this book over and over again gave it its final shape. I am grateful to Kumari Srimathi Rao for
ryping the script innumerable times. I thank Mr P. R. Shinde for taking innumerable photographs
for the book and Miss Robijn Ong for providing the anatomical drawings.I express my sincere
gratirude to Mr Gerald Yorke for his constructive suggestions and encouragement. Bur for his
perSistent guidance, Lhis book would not have come to light. I am permanently indebted to him
for the care he took in editing the entire script.I am grateful to George Allen & Unwin presenting
my work to a world-wide public.Ltd for publishing andB. K. S. IyengarContentsTRIBUTE by my
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k:nows the timeless, primeval absolute One, nor when rhe world came into existence. God and
nature existed before man appeared, but as man developed he culrivated himself and began to
realise his own potential. Through this came civilisation. Words were evolved with this, concepts
of God (Purusa) and nature (prak![i), religion (dharma) and Yoga developed.2. Since it is so
difficult to define these concepts, each man has to interpret them according to his
understanding. When man was caught in the web of worldly joys, he found himself separated
from God and nature. He becamea prey to the polarities of pleasure and pain, good and evil,
love and hatred,the permanent and the transient.J. Caught in these opposites, man felt the need
of a personal divinity (Purusa), who was supreme, unaffected by afflictions, untouched by
actionsand reactions, and free from the experience of joy and sorrow.sorrow.This led man to
seek the highest ideal embodied in the perfect Puru�a or God. Thus the Eternal Being, whom
he called iSvara, the Lord, the guru of all gurus, became the focus of his attention, and of his
concentration and meditation. In this fundamental quest of reaching Him, man devised a code of
conduct whereby he could live in peace and harmony with nature, his fdlow beings and
himself.5· He learnt to distinguish between good and evil, virtue and vice, and what was moral
and irrunoral. Then arose a comprehensive concept of rightaction (dharma) or the science of
duty. DrS. Radhakrishnan wrote that 'iris Dharma which upholds, sustains, supports' and guides
mankind to live ahigher life irrespe(;tive of race, caste, class or faith.6. Man realised that he
should keep his body healthy, strong and clean in order to follow Dharma and to experience the
divinity within himself. Indian seers in their search for light distiUed the essence of the Vedas in
rheUpanisads and Darsanas (mirrors of spiriruat perct:ption). The Darsanas orschools are:
samkhya, yoga, nyaya, valsesika, pnrva mlmamsa and urtara lllimamsa.4 Light on PrlliJtlyama7·
Samkhya says that all creation takes place as a product of the twenty-fivt essential elements
(tattvas) but does not recognise the Creator (Isvara) Yoga recognises the Creator. Nyiiya
stresses logic and is primaril) concerned with the taws of thought, relying on reason and
analogy. l accepts God as the result of inference. Vaisesika stresses notions such a� space,
time, cause and matter, and is supplementary to nyaya. It, too.endorses the Nyiiya view of God.
Mfmamsa is dependent on the Vedas andhas two schools- purva mrmamsa, which deals with
the general concept o: the Deity but stresses the importance of action (karma) and rituals; anc
unara m:imartlsa, which accepts God on the basis of the Vedas, but lay! special stress on
spiritual knowledge (jiiana).8. Yoga is the union of the individual self(jivatma) with the Universal
Self(Paramatma). The >funkhya philosophy is theoretical while Yoga is practical. Samkhya and
Yoga combined give a dynamic exposition of the system of thought and life. Knowledge without
action, and action without knowledge do not help man. They must be intermingled. So samkhya



and Yoga go together.9 · According to Yoga, Yajiiavalkya Smrti, the Creator (Brahma) as
Hiranyagarbha (the Golden Foetus) was the original propounder of the Yoga system for the
health of the body, control of the mind and attainment of peace. The system was first collated
and written down by Patanjali in his Yoga Sutras or aphorisms. These are directive rather than
discursive, revealing the means and the end. When all the eight disciplines of Yoga are
combined and practised, the yogi experiences oneness with the Creator and loses his identity of
body, mind and self. This is the Yoga of integration (samyama).ro. The Yoga Sutras consist of
195 aphorisms divided into four chapters.The first deals with the theory of Yoga. It is aimed at
those who have already attained a poised mind and lays down what they should do to maimain
their poise. The second chapter on the art of Yoga initiates the beginner into his practices. The
third is concerned with internal disciplineand the powers (siddhis) he gains. The fourth and the
last chapter dealswith emancipation or freedom froni the shackles of this world.r I. The word
'Yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit root 'yuj' which means to bind, join, attach and yoke, to direct
and concentrate the attention in order to use it for meditation. Yoga, therefore, is the art which
brings an incoherent and scattered mind w a reflective and coherent state. It is the communion
of the human soul with Divinity.12. In nature's heritage to man are the three characteristics or
qualities (gunas), �amely, illumination (sattva), action (rajas) and inertia (tamas). What is Yoga?
5Set on the wheel of time (kalachakra: kala= time, chakra =wheel), like a pot on the potter's
wheel (kulalachakra), man is moulded and remoulded inaccordance with rhe predominating
order of these three fundamental intermingling characteristics.13. Man is endowed with mind
(manas), intellect (buddhi) and ego (aharhkara ), collectively known as consciousness (chitta),
which is a sourceof thinking, understanding and acting. As the wheel of life turns, consciousness
experiences the five miseries of ignorance (avidya), selfishness (asmita), attachment (raga),
aversion (dvesa; and love of life (abhinivesa). These in turn leave the chitta in five different states
which may bedull (mudha), wavering (k�ipta), parti ally stable (viksipta), one-pointedattention
(ekagra) and controlled (niruddha). Chitta is like fire, fuelled bydesires (vasanas), without which
the fire dies out. Chitta in that pure state becomes a source of enlightenment. eight stages on the
path of realisation, which are dealt 14. Pa tanjali evolved with in the next chapter. Chitta in a state
of dullness is purified through yama, niyama and asana through which the mind is spurred to
activity. Asana and Pranayama bring the wavering mind to a state of some stability. The
disciplines ofpra1_1ayama and Pratyahara make the chitta attentive and focus its energy. It is
then restrained in this state by dhyana and samadhi. As it progresses the higher stages of Yoga
become predominant, but the preceding stages which lay the foundation should be neither
ignored norneglected.I .s. Before exploring the unknown 'Atma', the sadhaka has to learn about
his known body, mind, intellect and ego. 'When he knows the 'known' in its totality, these merge
into the 'unknown' like rivers merging into the sea. At that moment he experiences the highest
state of joy (ananda).16. First, Yoga deals with health, strength and conquest of the body. Next, it
lifts the veil of difference between the body and the mind. Lastly, it leads the sadhaka to peace
and unalloyed purity. 17. Yoga systematically teaches man to search for the divinity within



himself with thoroughness and efficiency. He unravels himself from the external body to the self
within. He proceeds from the body to the nerves, and from the nerves to the senses. From the
senses he enters into the mind, which controls the emotions. From the mind he penetrates into
the intellect, which guides reason. From the intellect, his path leads to the will and thence to
consciousness (chitta). The last stage is from consciousness to his Self, his very being
(Atma).r8. Thus, Yoga leads the sadhaka from ignorance to knowledge, from darkness to light
and from death to immonality.Chapter 2Stage s of Yog a1. The stages of Yoga are eight: yama,
niyama, asana, praJ:layama,praryaha.ra, dharal)a, dhyana and samadhi. They are all imegrated,
but forthe sake of convenience they are dealt with as independent components.2. A tree has
roots, rrunk, branches, leaves, bark, sap, flowers and fruits.Each one of these com ponents has
a separate identiry, but each component cannot by itse If become a tree. It is the same with
Yoga. As all the parrs put together become a tree, so all the eight stages put together form Yoga.
The universal principles of Yama are the roots and the individual disciplines of Niyama form the
trunk. Asanas are like various branches spreading indifferent directions. Pra1_1ayama, which
aerates the body with energy, is likethe leav es which aerate the entire tree. Praryahl'lra prevents
the energy of the senses flowing ou twards, just as th e bark protects a tree from decay. Dharlll)A
is the sap of the tree that holds the body and intellect firm. Dhyanais the flower ripeni ng into the
fruit of sarnadhi. Even as the fruit is thehighest deve lopment of a tree, the realisation of one's
true self (atmadarsana) is the culmination of the practice of Yoga.of Yoga. Through the eight
stages of Yoga, the sadhaka develops understanding of his own self. He proceeds step by step
from rhe known - his body-to theun known. He proceeds from the outer envelope of the body -
the skin to the mind. From the mind (manas), he goes to the intelle ct (buddhi), the
will(salhkalpa), discriminating consciousness (viveka-khyati or prajila), conscience (sad-asad-
viveka) and lastly the Self (Atma).YamaYamaYarna is a collective name for universal moral
commandments. These commandments are eternal, irrespective of class, time and place.
Thesegreat vows (mahivratas) are non-violence (ah.i.J:hsa), truth (satya), nonstealing (asteya),
continence (brahmacharya) and non-covetousness (aparigr.lha). Non-violence is withdrawal
from the infliction of any type of inj ury, whether physical or mental, in thought or deed. 'When
barred andanimosity are abandoned, an all-embracing love remains. The yogi isruthless ly
truthful and honest with himse lf, and whatever he thinks or speaks turns out to be true. He
controls his desires and reduces his wants, so that he becomes richer without stealing and
things come ro him without hisasking. Continence (brahmacharya) is enjoined in all matters of
sex, whether in imagination or in fact. This discipline brings in its wake virility and the ability to
see divinity in all forms without sexual arousal. One should not desire things that are not
necessary to maintain life, for desire is followed by avarice which kads to sorrow if one cannot
get what one wants. When desires multiply, right conduct is destroyed.Niyama5· Niyamas are
the mles for self-purification, namely, purity (saucha),contentment (santosa), austerity (tapas),
study of the scriptures (svadhyaya) and surrender to the Lord of all our actions (isvara
pranidhana).The yogi knows that his body and senses are susceptible to desires, which



prejudice the mind, so he observes these principles. Purity is of two kinds,internal and external,
and both must be cultivated. The latter means purityof behaviour and habits, cleanliness of
person and surroundings. The former is the rooting our of six evils, namely, passion (kama),
anger (krodha), gr eed (lobha), infatuation (moha), pride (mada), malice and envy(matsarya).
This eradication is achieved by occupying the mind with goodconstructive thoughts, leading to
divinity. Contenunent reduces desires, makes one cheerful and gives balance of mind. Austerity
enables one to discipline the body and to endure hardship and advers ity, thus directing the
mind towards the Self within. Study here is me education of oneself by searching for truth and
self-realisation. Finally it is the surrender of all our actions to the Lord and abiding entirely in His
will. Thus the niyamas arethe virtues which calm the disturbed mind, leading towards peace both
within and around the sadhaka.Asanas6. Before dealing with the asanas, it is essential to know
about puru�a andprak�ti. Puru�a (literally 'person') is the universal psychic principle, which
though unable to perform any action by itself, animates and vitalises nature (prakrti or. the
producer), the universal physical principle, which throughits three qualities and evolutionary
powers (gui;UJs) produces intellect (buddhi) and mind (manas).Purusaand prakrti acting
together stir the material world to activity.Both are limitless, without beginning or end. Prak�ti
consists of five grosselements (pancha mah.abhutas) namely, earth (p�thvi), water (ap), fire
(tejas), air (vayu) and ether (akasa). Their five subtle counterparts (tanmAtras) are smell
(gandha), taSte (rasa), form (rupa), touch (sparsa) and sound (sabda). These gross elements
and their counterparts merge with the three qualities and evolutionary powers (gunas) of prakrti,
namely,form the illumination (sattva), activity (rajas) and don�ncy (tamas) ·tocosmic intellect
(mahat). Ego (ahartJ.ka.ra), intellect (buddhi) and mind(manas) form consciousness (chitta), the
individual counterpart of mahat.8 Lighc on Prllf!llyllma Mahar is the unevolved primary germ of
nature or productive principlewhence all ph enomena of the material world are developed. There
are fiveor gans of perception (j fianendriyas) - ears, nose, tongue, eyes and skin and five sense
of action (karmendriyas) - legs, arms, speech, excretory and reproductive organs. Prakrti, the
five gross elemems, their five subtle counterparts, the ego, intellect and mind, the five organs of
perception, the five organs of action and purusa make up me twenty-five basic elements
(tattvas) of sartt khya philosophy. A pitcher cannot be made withour apotter, nor can a house wi
thout a mason. Creation cannot take placewithout purusa, the Primeval Force, coming into
contact with the tattvas. All existence 'revolves around purusa and prakrti. Life is a combination
of the body, organs of perce ption and action, mind, intellect, ego and soul. The mind acts as a
bridge berween the body and the soul. The mind is imperceptible and intangible. The self fulfils
its aspirations and pleasmes through the mind acting as a mirror and the body as an instrument
of enjoyment and attainment.8. According to the Indian system of medicine (Ayurveda) the body
is made up ofseven constituent elements ( dharu s) and three humours (dO!! aS). The seven
elements are so called because they sustain the body. They are chyle (rasa}, blood (rakta), flesh
(mamsa), fat {medas), bones (asthi),marrow {majja) and semen (sukta). These keep the body
immune fwminfection and diseases.9· Chyle is formed by the action of gastric juices on food.



Blood producesflesh and refreshes the entire body. Flesh protects the bones and produces fat.
Fat lubricates and brings firmness to the body. Bones uphold the body and produce marrow.
Marrow gives strength and produces semen. Semennot only procreates but, according to lhe
ancient texts, in its subtle state flows throughout the subtle body in the form of cenain vital
energy.10. The three humours (do�as) of wind (vata), bile (pina) and phlegm (sle�ma), when
evenly balanced give perfect health. Imbalances in them cause diseases. The subtle or vital
energy called wind prompts breathing,movement, action, excretion and procreation. It co-
ordinates the functionsof different parts of the body and human faculties. Bile creates thirst and
hunger. It digests food and convens it into blood, keeping the body temperature constant.
Phlegm lub ricates the joints and muscles and helps to heal wounds. Mala is the waste matter,
solid, liquid or gaseous. Unless it is excreted, diseases set in, disturbing the balance of the three
humours.The Kosas11. According to Ved anta philosophy, there are three frames or types
ofbody (sarira) enveloping the soul. They consist of five inter-penetrating and inter-dependent
sheaths (koSas).The three sarJras are: (a) sthula, the gross frame or the anatomical sheath,(b)
suk�ma, the subtle frame, consisting of the physiological, the psychological and intellectual
sheaths, and (c) kiiral)a , the so-called causal frame -the spiritual sheath.The sthula 5artra is the
sheath of nourishment (annamaya kosa).The physiological (priil)aiilllya), the psychological
(manomaya) and theintellecrual (vijfianamaya) sheaths make up the subtle body (s(lk�ma
sarlra).Pranamaya kosa includes the respiratory, circulatory, digest ive, nervous, endocrine,
excretory and genital systems. Manomaya kosa affects the functions of awareness, feeling and
motivation not derived from subjective experience. Vijftllnamaya kosa affects the intellectual
process of reasoning and ju dgemenr derived through subjective experience.The karana sartra
is the sheath of joy (anandamaya kosa). The experienceof being aware of it is felt by the
sadhaka when he wakes after a deeprefreshing sleep and when he is totally absorbed in the
object of hismeditation.The skin encloses all the sheaths and bodies. It should be firm and
sensitive to the slightest movement. All the sheaths are inter-mingled ontheir different levels from
the skin to the Self.Aims in Life ( Puru�iirthas 112. Man has fou r aims in his life; dhanna, anha,
kama and moksa. Dh armai s duty. 'Without this and ethical discipline, spiritual attainment is
impossible.Anha is the acquisition of wealth for independence and hi gher pursuits in life. It
cannot give lasting joy; nevertheless, a poorly nourished body is a fertile ground for worries and
diseases.Kama means the pl easures of life, which depend largely on a healthy body. As the Ka
thopanisad says, the 'self' cannot be experienced by aweakling_Mok�a is liberation. The
enlightened man realises that power, pleasure, wealth and knowledge pass away and do not
bring freedom. He tries to riseabove his siittvic, raj asic and ramasic qualities and so escape
from the grasp of the gunas.13 . The body is the abode of Brahman. It plays a viral part i n
attaining the fou r-fold aims of li fe . The sages knew that though the body wears out, itserves as
an instrument to attain realisation and, as such, it has to be kept in good condition.14. Asanas
purify the body and mind and have preventive and curativeeffects. They are innumerable,
catering to the various needs of themuscular, dige-stive, circulatory, glandular, nerv ous and



other systems ofthe body.1 o Light on Pril'}l!yamaThey cause changes at all levels from the
physical to the spiritu al. Health is the delicate balance of body, mind and spirit. By practising
asanas the sadhaka's physical disabilities and mental distractions vanish and the gates of the
spirit are opened.Asanas bring health, beauty, strength, firmness, lightness, clarity of speech
and expression, calmness of the nerves and a happy disposition. Their practice can be
compared ro the growth of a mango tree. If the tree has grown sound and healthy, its essem;:e is
to be found in its fru it. Likewise, the essence distilled from practising asanas is the spiritual
awakening of the sadhaka. He is free from all dualities.15. There is a popular misconception that
both asanas and pra�ayllma should be practised together from the time Yoga-sad hana is
begun. It is the author's experience that if a novice attends to the pe rfection of the postures, he
cannot concentrate on breathing. He loses balance and the depth of the asanas. Attain stead
iness (s thirata) and stillness (achalata) in asanas before introducing rhythmic breathing
techniques. The range of bodily move- ments varies from posture to posture. The less the range
of movement, the smaller will be the space in the lungs and the breathing pattern will be shorter.
The greater the range of bodily mO\'eme nt in asanas, the greater will be the lung capacity, and
the deeper the breath ing pattern. \X-'hen Pra�ayama and asanas are done together, see that
the perfect posrure is not disturbed. Until the postures are perfected, do not attempt pranayama.
One soon realises that when asanas are well performed, pra�ayamic breathing automatically
sets in.PraniJylJ.ma16. Pra�yama is a conscious prol ongation of inhalation, retention and
exhalation. Inhalation is the act of rece iving the primeval energy in the form of breath, and
retention is when the breath is held in order to savour that energy. In exhalation all thoughts and
emotions are emptied with breath: then, while the lungs are empty, one surrenders the
individualenergy, 'I', to the primeval energy, the Atma.The practice of Prat:tayama develops a
steady mind, strong will-power and sound jud gement.Pratyahiira17 . This is a discipl ine to bring
the mind and senses under control . The mind plays a dual role. On one hand it seeks to gratify
the senses, and on the other, to unite with the Self. Pratyahara quietens the senses and draws
them inwards, leading the aspirant to the Divine.DharatJa, Dhyana and Samadhi18. Dharal):l is
concentration on a single point, or total :mention on whatone is doing, the mind remaining
unmoved and unruffled. It stimu lates theStages of Yoga IIinner awareness to integrate the ever-
flowing intelligence, and releases all tensions. When it continues for a long time it becomes
meditation (dhyana), an indescribable state that has to be experienced to be understood.19.
"When the state of dhyana is maintained for a long time withoutinterruption it merges into
samadhi, where the sadhaka loses his individual identity in the object of mediration ... w. In
samadhi, the sadhaka loses consciousness of his body, breath, mind, intel ligence and ego. He
lives in infinite peace. In this state, his wisdom and purity, combi ned with simplicity and humility,
shine forth. Nor only is he enl ightened , but he illu mines all those who come to him in search of
truth.z I. Yama, Niyama, As ana and Pranayama are essential parts of the Yoga of action
(karma). They keep the body and mind healthy for performing allacts that please God.
Pranayama, Pratyah ara and Dha.rana are parts of theYoga of knowledge (j iiana). Dhyana and



samadi help the sadhaka to merge his body, mind and intelligence in the ocean of the Self. This
is the Yoga ofdevotion and love (bhakti).22.ow into the river of These three streams of jiiana,
karma and bhakti flYoga and lose their identity. Thus the path of Yoga alone rakes every rype of
sadhaka, from the dull (mudha) to the restrained (niruddha), towards freedom and
beatitude.Chapter 3r. It is as difficult to explain Prana as it is to explain God. PraJ?.a is theenergy
permeating the universe at all levels. It is physical, mental, intellectual, sexual, spiritual and
cosmic energy. All vibrating energies areprana. All physical energies such as heat, light, gravity,
magnetism andeiectridty are also pra�a. h is the hidden or potential energy in all beings,
released to the fullest extent in times of danger. ll is the pr ime mover of all activity. It is energy
which creates, protects and destroys. Vigour, power, vitality, life and spirit are all forms of
pral)a.2. According to the Upanisads, pr:tt:�a is the principle of life and conscious-ness. his
equated with the real Self(Atm:t). Pra.na is the breath oflife of allbeings in the universe. They are
born through and live by it, and when they die their individual breath dissolves into the cosmic
breath. Pr:tna is the hub of the Wheel of Life. Everything is established in il. It pe�ates the life-
giving sun, the clouds, the winds (v:tyus), the earth (p�thvi), and all forms of matter. It is being
(sat) and non-being (asat). It is the source of all knowledge. It is the Cosmic Personality (the
puru�a) of Samkhya philosophy. Therefore the Yogi takes refuge in prllr:ta.3. Prana is usually
translated as breath, yet this is only one of its manymanife's tations in the human body. If
breathing stops, so does life. Ancient Indian sages knew that all fu nctions of the body were
performed by fivetypes of vital energy (prD.r:ta-vayus). These are known as prllna (here
thegeneric term is used to designate the particular), apana, samllna, udllna andvyana. They are
specific aspects of one vital cosmic force (vital wind), thepri meval principle of existence in all
beings. God is one, but the wisedesignate Him by various names, and so it is with prar:ta.4.
Prar:ta moves in the thoracic region and control s breathing. It absorbsvital atmosphe ric energy.
Apana moves in the lower abdomen and controls the el imination of urine, semen and faeces.
Samana stokes the gastric fires,aiding digestion and maintaining the harmonious functioning of
theabdominal organs. It integrates the whole of the human gross body. U dana, working through
the throat (the pharynx and the larynx), controls the vocal cords and the intake of air and food .
Vyiina pervades the entire body, distributing the energy derived from food and breath through
the arteries, veins and nerves.Pra7JU. and PraTJllyama 1313In prlii_J.llyllma, the prai_J.a-vayu
is activated by the inward breath and the apana-vayu by an outward breath. Udana raises the
energy from the lower spine to the brain. Vyana is essential for the function of prai_J.a and
apana as it is the medium for transferring energy from the one to the other.6. There are also five
subsidiary divisions known as upapranas or upavayus, namely, naga, ko.rma, iq"kara, devadana
and dhanartlj aya. Naga relieves pressure on the abdomen by belching. Ko. rma controls the
movements of the eye· lids to prevent foreign matter entering the eyes; it also controls the size of
the iris, thereby regulating the intensity of light for sight. K�kara prevents substances passing up
the nasal passages and down the throat by making one sneeze or cough. Devadana causes
yawnings andinduces sleep. Dhanarttjaya produces phlegm, nourishes and remains in thebody



even after death and sometimes inflates a corpse.7. According to Ayurveda, vata, which is one
of the three humours (do�a), is another name of prlii_J.a. Charaka Samhita explains the
functions of vata in the same manner as Yoga texts explain prana. The only perceptible
expression of the functioning of prlii_J.a is felt in the movements of the lungs activated by inner
energy, causing respiration. China and PriltJa8. China and prlii_J.a are in constant association.
Where there is chitta there pra� is focused, and where prlii_J.a is there chitta is focused. The
chitta is like a vehicle propelled by two powerful forces, prlii_J.a and vasana (desires). It moves
in the direction of the more powerful force. As a ball rebounds when struck ro the ground, so is
the sadhaka tossed according to the movement of prana and china. If breath (p rllna) prevails,
then the des ires are controlled, the senses are held in check and the mind is stilled. [f the force
of desire prevails, the breathing becomes uneven and the mind getsagitated.9. In the third
chapter of H a!ha Yoga Pradipika, Swatmarama states that as long as the breath and prana are
still, the chitta is steady and there can be no discharge of semen (sukra). In time the sadhaka's
increased vigour is sublima ted for higher and nobler pursuits. He then attains the state of
O.rdhva-retas (urdhva =u pwards; retas =semen), one who has sublimated sexual energy and
his chitta to merge in pure consciousness. hisP rll�Jiiyama10. 'Pra:t:ta' means breath, res
piration, life, vitality, energy or strength.When used in the plural, it denotes certain vital breaths
or currents ofenergy (prana-vayus). 'ayama' means stretch, extension, expansion, length,
breadth, regu lation, prolongation, restraint or control. 'Pranayama' thusmeans the prolongation
of breath and its restraint. The Siva Samhita calls it--- -- �·14 Light on Pranayiima�ayu sadhana
(vayu = breath; sadhana =practice, quest). Patanjali in hisYoga SiUras (Ch. z, Sotras 4�5 1)
describes pranayama as the controlledimake and ou tflow of breath in a firmly established
posture.r I. Prat:J.llyama is an an and has techniques to make the respiratory organs to move
and expand intentionally, rhythmically and intens ively. It consists:lf long, sustained subtle flow of
inhalation (pll raka), exhalation (rechaka)md retention ofbrearh (kumbhaka). Pu raka stimu lates
the system; rechaka throws out vitiated air and toxins; kumbhaka dist ributes the energy
throughout the body. The movements include horizon tal expansion:ctairghya), vertical
ascension (aroha) and circu mferential extension (vii;alata) of the lungs and the rib cage. The
processes and techniques of pranayama are explained in later chapters.This disc iplined
breathing helps the mind ro concentrale and enables the sadhaka ro attain robust health and
longevity.rz. Pra�ayama is not just automatic habitual breathing to keep body andsoul together.
Through the abundant imake of oxygen by its disciplinedtechniques, subtle chemical changes
take place in the sadhak.a's body . Thepractice of asanas removes the obstructions which
impede the flow of prana, and the prac1ice of pral)ayama regulates that flow of Light on
Pral)ayamaPral).ayama DrpikaB. K. S. Iyengar Introduction by Yehudi MenuhinLondon UNWIN
PAPERBACKS Boston Sydney Pral)ayama, the yogic art of breathing, leads to a control of rhe
emotions which in turn brings stability, concentration and mental poise. Pra�ayama is a bridge
which helps the student of yoga 10 cross from the realm of purely physical development to that
of the spirir and forms a crucial stage in his journey rowards self-realisation. Light on



Prii7JiiJIIima is a worthy companion and sequel to the author's Light on Yoga which is now
widely recognised as a classic text on the practice of Hatha Yoga. The present book is also
practical and thorough, offering a trustworthy guide to all who wish to develop the art of yogic
breathing. The respiratory system is discussed from the points of view of both modern anatomy
and the ancient yoga texts. The 14 basic types ofPriii,layama are analysed in such a way as to
offer the reader a programme of 82 carefully graded stages from the simplest breathing patterns
to the most advanced. These stages have been tabulated for easy reference and the tables are
a unique feature of the book. Light on Prii7Jiiyiima provides the student with a comprehensive
background of yoga philosophy and discusses such allied topics as the Na�is, Bandhas ,
Chakras and Bija Mantra. For the serious student there is a full progressive course lasting 200
weeks with special emphasis on the difficulties and dangers that are to be avoided in the
practice of Pragayama.LIGHT ON PRANAYAMA By the same author CONCISE LIGHT ON
YOGA YOGA LIGHT ON Other Yoga books BIKRAM'S BEGINNING YOGA CLASS
PRANAYAMAYOGA AND HEALTHYOGA FOR HEALTH AND VITALITY YOGA SELF TAUGHT
YOGA WEEK BY WEEK First published in Great Britain by George Allen & t:'nwin 1981 First
published by Unwin Paperbacks 1983Reprinted 1983This book is copyright under the Berne
Convention. No reproduction without permission. All rights reserved. U��PAPERBACKS40
Museum Street, London WCIA ILU, UKUnwin Paperbacks,Park Lane, Heme! Hempstead, Hens
HP1 4TE, UK Allen & Unwin Inc.,9 Winchester Terrace, Winchester, Mass ot890, USAGeorge
Allen & Unwin Australia Pty Ltd,8 Napier Street, Nonh Sydney, NSW 1o6o, Australia©B. K. S.
Iyengar, 1981British Library CataJocuiDg in Publication Data lymgar, B. K. S.Light on Praniiylima
= Pniniyama dipikii.I. Breathing curci:scs 2. Yoga, HathaI. Title613'.192 RA782ISBN
D--04�149060�6 Library or ConJMSS Catalotinl!l in PublicatioD Data Jym�ar, B. K. S., B. K.
S.,Lil!ht on pd1nayama � Priruiy'ma dipiU.Include' index.I. Breathing Cllercises. 2. Yoga, Hatha.
I. Tide.II. TitJl,: Pdn'yoima dlpiki.IRA 782.195 1983) 618'.192 83�1 131ISBN 0�04-149060�6
(pbk.} Set in 9 on 10 point Plant inand printed in Great Britainby Hazell Watson & Viney Ltd.,
Aylesbury, Bucks This book is dedicated co the memory of my beloved wife Ramama�
INVOCATIONSTo Lord Hanuman I salute Lord Hanumiin, Lord of Breath, Son of the Wind
Godwho bears five faces and dwells wir.hin us In the form of five winds or energies pervading
our body, mind and soul, Who re-united Pralqti (Sita) with Puru� (R.ama)May He bless !.he
practitionerBy uniting his vital energy pr3J:IaWith the Divine Spirit within. * * * To Sage PatanjaliI
bow before the noblest of sages, ParanjaliWho brought serenity of mind by his work on Yoga,
Clarity of speech by his work on grammar, and Purity of body by his work on
medicine . ... ...Where there is Yoga,There is prosperity, success, freedom, and bliss.TRIBUTE
FROM MY GURUJiB. K. Sundrartjena rachitt nlltnayuktibihiYogaststram samalatp.bhya
pra�yama pradlpikaVividhai pr�asarpchara v�tti rodha vibhodhanaihi �a�chakranikare
na.�ljale lohita sodhakaihi 2Panchapr8..I_la prasa.raiS<:ha nirodhanancha bhodhakaihi
Yuktadhyananukulacha Pr&JC!ayamabhila�inam 3 AI.okitacha sasvartharn maya sri
krsnayogina Adriyerannimarp gramharatnam bhiJvi vipakhitaha 4 I June 1979 T.



Kr:pJamachiirya I. Light on PrlirJiiyiima written by B. K. Sundara Raja Iyengar, is a fresh, up-t()-
date presentation of the andent science of Yoga.:z. It deals with subtle functioning of the brearh,
various techniques of inhalation, retention and exhalation and of the filtration of the crimson
coloured fluid � the Life Force with unchecked flow through the network of channels (nadis) and
the subtle centres (chakras). ll explains the vitalising of the cosmic energy as it makes itself
manifest in five forms, while emphasis is laid on do's and don'ts. The work is of immense value to
ardent practitioners of pra�ayama. nt practitioners of pra�ayama. Scholars will surely be
interested by this thoughtprovoking treatise, a precious gem in the firmament of yoga. T.
Kg;t:J31113charya Introduction by Yehudi Menuhin B. K. S. Iyengar has done for the more
elusive praJ?-ayama, that is the movement of air which is said to determine life on earth, the
same service rhat he has rendered to the physical features ofha�ha yoga. He has moved into a
more ethereal, subtle aspect of our very existence_ He has placed in the hands of the layman a
book which contains, in some respects, more information, more knowledge and more wisdom in
a more integrated way than is available to our most brilliant students of conventional medicine,
for it is a medicine of health and not of sickness, it is an understanding of spirit, body and mind
that is as healing as it is invigorating_ Not orrly can the individual be restored to wholeness bur
the whole progress of a lifetime is seen in powerful perspective. He teaches us in line with the
ancient Indian philosophy that life is not only dust to dust, but air to air, that, as with the process
of fire, matter is transformed into heat, light and radiation from which we may gather strength_
But strength is more than the transformation of matter into other forms of matter, it is the
transformation of the whole cycle of air and light into matter and back again_ In fact, it completes
Ei nstein's equation of matter and energy and translates it into the human, the living incarnation_
It is no longer an atomic bomb, it is no longer the explosion of the atom, the harnessing of
matter, it is the irradiation of the human being with light and power, the very sources of energy. I
believe that this treatise, drawn from ancient, classical Indian texts, will provide illuminating
guidelines to the reconciliation of various practice-s of medicine from acupuncture to touch and
sound therapy to the mutual and reciprocal benefit of them all. It will also teach us to respect
those elements which we have treated with such contempt- air, water and light- without which
life cannot survive. With this book, Mr Iyengar, my guru in yoga, has added a new and greater
dimension to the life of the people of the West, urging us to join our brothers of every colour and
every creed in the celebration of life with due reverence and purpose. Yehudi Menuhin Foreword
'Yoga is nothing but the total experience of human life; it is a science of the integral man!' Jaques
S. Masui. Yogacharya Sri B. K. S. Iyengar, the author of Light on Yoga hardly needs an
introduction to the seekers oflight on Pra':layama. The science and art of Yoga, as presented by
Patanjali centuries before Christ, begins by moral and other precepts for physical, vital and
mental health, potency and purification. It proceeds to postures asanas, which influence the
aspirant beneficially through the neurophysiological system and the endocrine glands. Sri
Iyengar has dwelt with them in his book Light on Yoga in such a thorough and detailed manner,
with about six hundred photographs, thar there is scarcely any other work on that subject so



encyclopaedic, precise and lucid. The book gives the complete theory of Yoga and treats the
subject of asanas fully, with a peep into pranayama. Published by George Allen and Unwin, Ltd,
the book. is so popular that it has run into many editions and has been translated into several
languages. Iris being used as a practical guide by people all over the world. Sri Iyengar, impelled
by nature and driven by circumstances, learnt Yoga the hard way at the feet of his guru Sri
Krishnamacharya. Sri Iyengar has been himself a teacher of Yoga, and a good task-master at
that, all the time. What he speaks and writes about Yoga is like an abundant overspill from all his
rich and meaningful personal experiences. The demonstration lecture on asanas that he gave in
Bombay last December on the occasion of his sixty-first birthday, with his daughter Geeta and
son Prashanra, was a marvellous revelation of his control over every nerve and muscle of his
supple body. Hundreds of his disciples from abroad witnessed the performance and wondered
how he retained such plasticity and vigour at that age. To him it was child's play, a mere routine.
One of his close disciples remarked that he has trained his body 'to twist, to twine, to turn, to
bend, to wriggle, to pull, to flex' and much besidesr It is but logical that one should expect from
Sri Iyengar an equally exhaustive and instructive book on Pra�yama, which is the next step in
Yoga, namely, the science and art of breath-control. Though there are several yogas practised,
such as ha�ha-yoga, raja-yoga, jiiana- yoga, ku��alini-yoga, mantra-yoga, lay a-yoga and so
on, basically and in essence Yoga is a scientific and systematic discipline for a successful
organisation of xvi Lighr an Prtmayama all the energies and facuhies of the integral human being
with a view to attaining the highest ecstatic communion with the cosmic reality or God. Breath-
control is helpful in every one of the yogas mentioned above. All the texts on Yoga as well as the
experience of ages testify to the fact that breathcontrol is an important factor in the control of the
mind as well. However, breath-control, that is pranayama, is nm merely deepbreathing or
breathing exercist>s, normally a parr of physical culture. It is something far more, involving
exercises which affect not onlr the physical, physiological and nl!ural energies hut also the
psychological and cerebral activitit:s, such as memory-training and creativity. Sri Au robindo, the
sage and seer of Pondicherry, has recorded that after practising pranayama he could compose
and retain in his memory abour two hundred lines of poetry, while earlier he could not handle c.-
ven a dozen. In recent decades, western medicine, after experimentation, has come to
recognise and use the health-giving and invigorating effects of what is called voluntary
respiration. Yoga teaches and practises pranayama, ascribing to it indisputable educative,
regulative and spirituai value. Wladimir Bischler, in Chapter 14 of Alrruistic and Spiritual Growrh,
says The Fonns and Techmqu.:s of that medical science has now reconciled itself to some of the
methods borrowed from the oriem and studied the mulriple effects of correct voluntary
respiration. He has detailed the multiple effects of it not merely on the lungs but on the whole
metabolism of the human body. He has said that spirotherapy, the name he gives to the method,
opens new and broad horizons to medicine, to hygiene and to therapeutics. He has ended by
saying that investigations of modern science have only confirmed the empirical imu itions of the
oriental sages and philosophers.Pra�ayarna, as an essential ingredient of yogic discipline,



might well bestow a number of benefits other than mental and spiritual. But the main aim of Yoga
is self-realisation, communion of the self with the Self; the exercise of pranayama involves the
control of the mind and of the whole of human consciousness, which is the basis of all cognition
and awareness. A human being consists of his body, his life, including all biological activities,
and his mind, which is the seat of what we call the ego- the 'I', and all cerebral activities centred
round the 'I'. The goal of Yoga is to empty the whole of one's basic power of consciousness of all
memory, ideation, sensual urges and desires and try to be aware of pure consciousness, as a
spark of the cosmic energy itself, which is of the nature of the self-conscious principle of
Supreme Intelligence. For a per;on who wants to tread the path of Yoga, his first effon will have
to be to cease to identify himself with the body-life-mind complex completely and to look upon
those three elements as tools for transcending the ego, in order to identify his inner being with
the pure, unmixed power of consciousness whose very nature is all-peace, harmony and
creative joy.Foreword xvii Prat:Jayama ther�fore h;1s a special meaning and significance in
Yoga. Pr:JJ:la means the breath, the air and life itself. But in Yoga, prana (in all its five aspens in
man of pra_.:Ia, apana, vyana, udana and samana) is the very essence of the energising
principle of the animate and inanimate world. It pervades the whole universe. And prlit:J3.yllina
means the full control of that energising principle in one's own being by a certain discipline. This
discipline aims not only at good health, an equilibrium in the physical and vital energies, but also
the purification of the whole nervou� system in order to make it more capable of responding to
the will of the Yogi in comrolling the sense-urges, and in making the mental powers more sub de
and sensitive to the call of the evolutionary urge, the higher divine nature in man. It is not often
that prlll)ayama is treated as an independent subject. Most of the ancient texts on Yoga,
beginning wirh Patanjali, treat it as an essential part of yogic discipline. Recently however, there
have been publications on this subject independently, though they are few when compared with
the wilderness of books on asanas. A full scientific treatment, based on a lifetime experience of
teaching in all aspects of Yoga has, however, been long-awaited. Every lover of Yoga will
therefore welcome Sri Iyengar's book. When I took up Sri Iyengar's manuscript in order to write
the Foreword, I could see how· difficult and challenging a task it must have been for him to write
on this subject for westerners in the English language. Unlike many othex writers on such a
subject, he has been a householder and has followed the rradition of invoking his ISra Devata
(chosen deity) as well as quoting the Gna and relevant texts. Here I would assert that Yoga is not
a part of any religion with a theology. and ritualism. It has no hierarchy. It is a cultux-al and
spiritual discipline open to all mankind without any distinction of caste, creed, colour, race, sex
or age. Perhaps the only essential qualification is a belief in the potentialities of one's own
consciousness and an aspiration to reach its summit by following the laws of consciousness
itself. Another very unorthodox and striking characteristic of Sri Iyengar is that instead oflooking
upon a family as a burden, and a wife as an obstacle to yogic life, he has named his Yoga
Institute in Pune after his departed lifemate Shrimati Ramamal)i and dedicated this book to her.
By these acts Sri Iyengar abundantly proves that Yoga is for life and not away from it, as Sri



Aurobindo has so often repeated.Another difficulty concerns terminology and the use of words
which are ill in Sanskrit in the original. Sri Iyengar has done his best to be as precise md
accurate a s possible in his choice of English equivalents and has tried to :onvey the sense of
the original. He is a master of detail and is never atisfied rill he feels that the reader has
understood what he has wanted to ell him. Take the word Pranayama itself: it is so rich in its
connotation that o convey its meaning by saying 'breath-control', 'voluntary respira{ion' or :he
science of breathing' would not be adequate at all. For instance, none of xviii Lighc on
PrO.rJO.yama mese phrases can include the idea of kumbhaka, nor of breathing through
alternate nostrils in different measures. Much less can they indicate me different types of
breathing such as ujjayi, seetali and so on, or these in combination with mudras and bandhas.
Sri Iyengar has taken special care to see that even the use of the thumb and fingers for holding
the nostrils in position is accurately and adequately described. This care in the use of words,
together with necessary precautions and combined with the illustrations, arc calculated to guide
the aspiranr in following the art of pra':layama as closely as the written word can achieve. Sri
Iyengar knows full well that the science and art of Yoga is not complete without dharat;�a,
dhyana and samadhi. This triune is the crown of Yoga and is called samyama. It leads the yogi
step by step to transcend the region ofthe senses and the reign of the ego for the gradual
transformation of the integral being inro a new life of unitive living with the Supreme Spirit in
unmixed joy and harmony. He has therefore given in this book an inkling of what is called
meditation or dhyana. He has ended by providing a few hints about Sav!lsana, the posture which
leads to utter relaxation with faint awareness. He rounds off this great effort of writing on
prilt;J.ilyilma by offering the reader the secret of real relaxarion, so mat he may be ready for the
next and final ascent to the summit of meditative samadhi. Let us look forward for the completion
in due course of rhe trio: Lighr on Yoga, Ughl on Pra!J(iyiima and Lighr on Dhyana, so that while
Sri Iyengar's life would be one of fulfillment, that of others would have a triple illumination for their
journey to the Everest of sp irituality. Bangalore R. R. Diwakar 14 June 1979 Preface My first
book, Light on Yoga, captured the minds and hearts of ardent students and even changed the
lives of many who at first were curious about this noble art, science and philosophy. I hope that
Light on PriitJiiyama will also enhance their knowledge. With respect and reverence to Patanjali
and the Yogis of ancient India who discovered Pr!ll_l!lyllma, I share with fellow men and women
the nectar of its simplicity, clarity, subtleness, fineness and perfection. In the recent past, during
my practices, a new light of inner awareness dawned on me which I had not experienced when I
wrote Light on Yoga. My friends and pupils pressed me to put my experiences as well as my oral
teachings down on paper; hence this attempt to explain the subtle observations and reflections
that I made to help students in their search for refinement and precision. Many western scholars
have accepted the ancient conception that man is a trinity of body, mind and spirit. Various
techniques of physical exercises, athletics and sports were devised to keep men and women
healthy. They were designed to supply the needs of the body (annamaya ko5a) with its bones,
joints, muscles, tissues, cells and organs. Indian scholars call this discipline the 'conquest



ofm:mer'. This I have explained fully in my book Light on Yoga. Only recently have western
savants become aware of the techniques developed in ancient India for examining the systems
of breathing, blood-circulation, digestion, assimilation, nourishment, the endocrine glands and
the nerves, the subtle fonns of which are collectively known as the Conquest of Life Force
(praz:tamaya kosa). Yoga Vidya is a codified system which has laid down eight phases for
selfrealisation. They are: Yama, Niyama, Asana, PraJC!llyama, Pratyahara, Dharan!l, Dhyana
and Samadhi. In this book emphasis is laid on Pranayama to keep the involuntary or
autonomous controlling systems of the human body in a balanced state of health and perfection.
There were no scholars, saints or yogis in my home to inspire me to take up Yoga. As a child I
was afflicted with many diseases, and as destiny would have it, this led me to Yoga in 1934 in
the hope of regaining my health. Since then it has been my way of life. It has taught me to be
punctual and disciplined despite hardships which frequently disrupted my daily practices,
learning and experiences. In the beginning, Pranayama was a suuggle. Over-mdulgcnce in the
daily practice ofasanas shook my inner body many times within minutes of starting Pra':lii yama.
Each morning I got up to practise, and it was a strain to hold my breath and keep ro the rhythm. I
struggled on, hardly doing three or four cycles, by which time I was gasping for air. I would rest
for a few minutes and then try again until it was impossible to continue. I asked myself why I
could not do so. I could find no answer. I had noone to guide me. Failures and errors taunted my
body, mind and self for a number of years, but I steadfastly cominued m improve my standards.
Today, I still devote daily one hour at a stretch to Pranayama and find that even this is
inadequate. Words can hypnotise and attract a reader towards a religious practice (sadhana)
and make him think that he understands a spiritual experience. Reading, however, only makes
him more learned, while practice (sadhana) in what he has read brings him nearer to truth and
clarity. Fact is truth and clarity is purity. The present age is one of scientific advancement and
new words flood the dic tionaries. Being a pure sadhaka and not a man of words, I find it difficult
m choose Ihe correct Iechnica!Ierms to express all I wam to write. I can only do my inadequate
best to present to my readers all that I have experienced in my practice of this finest of arts.
Pra':layama is a vast subject with illimitable potentiali ties. It is psychosomatic, since it explores
Ihe intimate relationship between the body and Ihe mimi. It may appear quite simple and easy,
but the moment one sits down to practise, one quickly realises that it is a difficult art. Its
subtleties are little known and much more remains to be explored. In the past, writers of Yoga
texts dealt more wiih the effects of Pranayama than with its practical application. This may be
because Pranayama used w be widely practised and the majority were familiar wiih it. Their
explanations of its effects give some idea of their experiences, which surpass their words. Ivl.any
ofihe movements in Pra�yama are infinitely subtle. For example, the deliberate and fine
movements of the skin in opposing directions appears objectively impossible, but is a process
developed in Yoga. With training the skin can be moved in this way, and this plays a major role in
Pranayama practices. Thus Pra1_1ayama is in many respects a subjective art. When this skill is
used lO maximum effect, where skin movements synchronise with those of inhalation,



exhalation and retention, Ihe ftow of energy (prana) is harmonious. Modern scientists have
verified the efficacy of the intuiti ve knowledge of yogis by using electronic instruments. The
effects of Pra':layama are definite and not illusory. I am confident Ihat in the not too distant future
the pole of objective knowledge (science or experimentation; and the other of subjective
knowledge (art or participation) will play their part in unifying the study of Pranayama and its
benefits. Owing to the development of technology, modern life has become endlessly
competitive, resulting in increased strain on both men and women. It is difficult to maintain a
balanced life. Anxieties and diseases Preface xx1 affecting the nervous and cin.:ularory systems
have multiplied. In despair, people become addicted to psychedelic drugs, smoking and drinking
or indiscriminate sex to find relief. These activities allow one to forget oneself temporarily, but the
causes remain unsolve d and the diseases return. Only Pranayama gives real relieffrom these
problems. It cannot be learnt by arguments and discussions, but must be mastered with patient
and cautious effort. It starts by giving relief to sufferers from ordinary ailments like common
colds, headaches and mental disharmony. Its nadir is the elixir of life. This book is in rwo parts.
The first covers three sections dealing with the theory, the art and the techniques ofPra':layama.
The second part, entitled 'Freedom and Beatitude' is concerned with the conquest of the soul
(atma jaya). It deals with meditation (dhyana) and relaxation (savasana). In the first pan, I have
tried to integrate Pra':layama with all the different aspects of Yoga. Pra�yama is the connecting
link between the body and the soul of man, and the hub in the wheel of Yoga. I have tried to bring
our hidden techniques, so that the reader may derive maximum benefit without being beset by
doubt and confusion. I have incorporated rabies analysing different stages of important varieties
of Prat:tayllma. The tables give detailed information of the methodology for ready reference.
They also give the reader some idea of the infinite number of permutations and combinations
possible in this noble art and science. Even the uninitiated sadhaka can practise independently
wirhou t fear of illeffects. The informarion comained in the tables will make the sadhakas
cautious and bold. In the appendix I have introduced five courses, arranging them stage by
stage for the practitioner to follow according to his capacity. Each of the courses may be
extended by additional weeks if the standard given cannot be completed within the stipulated
time. Though Pnl':layama is essentially to be learnt at the feet of a guru (master), I have
endeavoured with all humility to guide the reader- both teacher and student to a safe method of
perfecting this art. I shall be happy if my work helps people to achieve peace in body, poise in
mind and tranquillity in the self. Pra1_1ayarna is a vast subject. Since my knowledge in this field
has its limitations, I shall welcome suggestions for incorporation in future editions. The
Yogachudamani Upanisad says that Pra!_layama is an exalted knowledge (maha vidya). Ir is a
royal road to prosperity, freedom and bliss.Read, re-read and digest Part I of this book before
starting to praclise.I am indebted to my guruji Sri T. Krishnamacharya for his tributes to the book.
I am sincerely grateful to Mr Yehudi Menuhin for his Introduction and Mr R. R. Diwakar for his
Foreword and support. I am indebted to my children Geeta and Prashant and to my pupils B. I.
Taraporevala, M. T. Tijuriwala , S. N. Motivala, and Dr B. Carruthers, xxii Light on PrilrJO.yama



MD, CM, FRCP, who gave their valuable time in the preparation of the work. Their patience in
editing and re-editing this book over and over again gave it its final shape. I am grateful to
Kumari Srimathi Rao for ryping the script innumerable times. I thank Mr P. R. Shinde for taking
innumerable photographs for the book and Miss Robijn Ong for providing the anatomical
drawings. I express my sincere gratirude to Mr Gerald Yorke for his constructive suggestions and
encouragement. Bur for his perSistent guidance, Lhis book would not have come to light. I am
permanently indebted to him for the care he took in editing the entire script. I am grateful to
George Allen & Unwin presenting my work to a world-wide public. Ltd for publishing and B. K. S.
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IS Yog a? 1. Nobody k:nows the timeless, primeval absolute One, nor when rhe world came into
existence. God and nature existed before man appeared, but as man developed he culrivated
himself and began to realise his own potential. Through this came civilisation. Words were
evolved with this, concepts of God (Purusa) and nature (prak![i), religion (dharma) and Yoga
developed. 2. Since it is so difficult to define these concepts, each man has to interpret them
according to his understanding. When man was caught in the web of worldly joys, he found
himself separated from God and nature. He became a prey to the polarities of pleasure and
pain, good and evil, love and hatred, the permanent and the transient. J. Caught in these
opposites, man felt the need of a personal divinity (Purusa), who was supreme, unaffected by
afflictions, untouched by actions and reactions, and free from the experience of joy and sorrow.
sorrow. This led man to seek the highest ideal embodied in the perfect Puru�a or God. Thus the
Eternal Being, whom he called iSvara, the Lord, the guru of all gurus, became the focus of his
attention, and of his concentration and meditation. In this fundamental quest of reaching Him,
man devised a code of conduct whereby he could live in peace and harmony with nature, his



fdlow beings and himself. 5· He learnt to distinguish between good and evil, virtue and vice, and
what was moral and irrunoral. Then arose a comprehensive concept of right action (dharma) or
the science of duty. DrS. Radhakrishnan wrote that 'iris Dharma which upholds, sustains,
supports' and guides mankind to live a higher life irrespe(;tive of race, caste, class or faith. 6.
Man realised that he should keep his body healthy, strong and clean in order to follow Dharma
and to experience the divinity within himself. Indian seers in their search for light distiUed the
essence of the Vedas in rhe Upanisads and Darsanas (mirrors of spiriruat perct:ption). The
Darsanas or schools are: samkhya, yoga, nyaya, valsesika, pnrva mlmamsa and urtara
lllimamsa.4 Light on PrlliJtlyama 7· Samkhya says that all creation takes place as a product of
the twenty-fivt essential elements (tattvas) but does not recognise the Creator (Isvara) Yoga
recognises the Creator. Nyiiya stresses logic and is primaril) concerned with the taws of thought,
relying on reason and analogy. l accepts God as the result of inference. Vaisesika stresses
notions such a� space, time, cause and matter, and is supplementary to nyaya. It, too. endorses
the Nyiiya view of God. Mfmamsa is dependent on the Vedas and has two schools- purva
mrmamsa, which deals with the general concept o: the Deity but stresses the importance of
action (karma) and rituals; anc unara m:imartlsa, which accepts God on the basis of the Vedas,
but lay! special stress on spiritual knowledge (jiiana). 8. Yoga is the union of the individual
self(jivatma) with the Universal Self (Paramatma). The >funkhya philosophy is theoretical while
Yoga is practical. Samkhya and Yoga combined give a dynamic exposition of the system of
thought and life. Knowledge without action, and action without knowledge do not help man. They
must be intermingled. So samkhya and Yoga go together. 9 · According to Yoga, Yajiiavalkya
Smrti, the Creator (Brahma) as Hiranyagarbha (the Golden Foetus) was the original propounder
of the Yoga system for the health of the body, control of the mind and attainment of peace. The
system was first collated and written down by Patanjali in his Yoga Sutras or aphorisms. These
are directive rather than discursive, revealing the means and the end. When all the eight
disciplines of Yoga are combined and practised, the yogi experiences oneness with the Creator
and loses his identity of body, mind and self. This is the Yoga of integration (samyama). ro. The
Yoga Sutras consist of 195 aphorisms divided into four chapters. The first deals with the theory
of Yoga. It is aimed at those who have already attained a poised mind and lays down what they
should do to maimain their poise. The second chapter on the art of Yoga initiates the beginner
into his practices. The third is concerned with internal discipline and the powers (siddhis) he
gains. The fourth and the last chapter deals with emancipation or freedom froni the shackles of
this world. r I. The word 'Yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit root 'yuj' which means to bind, join,
attach and yoke, to direct and concentrate the attention in order to use it for meditation. Yoga,
therefore, is the art which brings an incoherent and scattered mind w a reflective and coherent
state. It is the communion of the human soul with Divinity. 12. In nature's heritage to man are the
three characteristics or qualities (gunas), �amely, illumination (sattva), action (rajas) and inertia
(tamas). What is Yoga? 5Set on the wheel of time (kalachakra: kala= time, chakra =wheel), like a
pot on the potter's wheel (kulalachakra), man is moulded and remoulded in accordance with rhe



predominating order of these three fundamental intermingling characteristics.13. Man is
endowed with mind (manas), intellect (buddhi) and ego (aharhkara ), collectively known as
consciousness (chitta), which is a source of thinking, understanding and acting. As the wheel of
life turns, consciousness experiences the five miseries of ignorance (avidya), selfishness
(asmita), attachment (raga), aversion (dvesa; and love of life (abhinivesa). These in turn leave
the chitta in five different states which may be dull (mudha), wavering (k�ipta), parti ally stable
(viksipta), one-pointed attention (ekagra) and controlled (niruddha). Chitta is like fire, fuelled by
desires (vasanas), without which the fire dies out. Chitta in that pure state becomes a source of
enlightenment. eight stages on the path of realisation, which are dealt 14. Pa tanjali evolved with
in the next chapter. Chitta in a state of dullness is purified through yama, niyama and asana
through which the mind is spurred to activity. Asana and Pranayama bring the wavering mind to
a state of some stability. The disciplines ofpra1_1ayama and Pratyahara make the chitta
attentive and focus its energy. It is then restrained in this state by dhyana and samadhi. As it
progresses the higher stages of Yoga become predominant, but the preceding stages which lay
the foundation should be neither ignored nor neglected. I .s. Before exploring the unknown
'Atma', the sadhaka has to learn about his known body, mind, intellect and ego. 'When he knows
the 'known' in its totality, these merge into the 'unknown' like rivers merging into the sea. At that
moment he experiences the highest state of joy (ananda).16. First, Yoga deals with health,
strength and conquest of the body. Next, it lifts the veil of difference between the body and the
mind. Lastly, it leads the sadhaka to peace and unalloyed purity. 17. Yoga systematically teaches
man to search for the divinity within himself with thoroughness and efficiency. He unravels
himself from the external body to the self within. He proceeds from the body to the nerves, and
from the nerves to the senses. From the senses he enters into the mind, which controls the
emotions. From the mind he penetrates into the intellect, which guides reason. From the
intellect, his path leads to the will and thence to consciousness (chitta). The last stage is from
consciousness to his Self, his very being (Atma).r8. Thus, Yoga leads the sadhaka from
ignorance to knowledge, from darkness to light and from death to immonality.Chapter 2 Stage s
of Yog a 1. The stages of Yoga are eight: yama, niyama, asana, praJ:layama, praryaha.ra,
dharal)a, dhyana and samadhi. They are all imegrated, but for the sake of convenience they are
dealt with as independent components. 2. A tree has roots, rrunk, branches, leaves, bark, sap,
flowers and fruits. Each one of these com ponents has a separate identiry, but each component
cannot by itse If become a tree. It is the same with Yoga. As all the parrs put together become a
tree, so all the eight stages put together form Yoga. The universal principles of Yama are the
roots and the individual disciplines of Niyama form the trunk. Asanas are like various branches
spreading in different directions. Pra1_1ayama, which aerates the body with energy, is like the
leav es which aerate the entire tree. Praryahl'lra prevents the energy of the senses flowing ou
twards, just as th e bark protects a tree from decay. Dharlll)A is the sap of the tree that holds the
body and intellect firm. Dhyana is the flower ripeni ng into the fruit of sarnadhi. Even as the fruit is
the highest deve lopment of a tree, the realisation of one's true self (atmadarsana) is the



culmination of the practice of Yoga. of Yoga. Through the eight stages of Yoga, the sadhaka
develops understanding of his own self. He proceeds step by step from rhe known - his body-to
the un known. He proceeds from the outer envelope of the body - the skin to the mind. From the
mind (manas), he goes to the intelle ct (buddhi), the will (salhkalpa), discriminating
consciousness (viveka-khyati or prajila), conscience (sad-asad-viveka) and lastly the Self
(Atma). YamaYamaYarna is a collective name for universal moral commandments. These
commandments are eternal, irrespective of class, time and place. These great vows
(mahivratas) are non-violence (ah.i.J:hsa), truth (satya), nonstealing (asteya), continence
(brahmacharya) and non-covetousness (aparigr.lha). Non-violence is withdrawal from the
infliction of any type of inj ury, whether physical or mental, in thought or deed. 'When barred and
animosity are abandoned, an all-embracing love remains. The yogi is ruthless ly truthful and
honest with himse lf, and whatever he thinks or speaks turns out to be true. He controls his
desires and reduces his wants, so that he becomes richer without stealing and things come ro
him without his asking. Continence (brahmacharya) is enjoined in all matters of sex, whether in
imagination or in fact. This discipline brings in its wake virility and the ability to see divinity in all
forms without sexual arousal. One should not desire things that are not necessary to maintain
life, for desire is followed by avarice which kads to sorrow if one cannot get what one wants.
When desires multiply, right conduct is destroyed.Niyama 5· Niyamas are the mles for self-
purification, namely, purity (saucha), contentment (santosa), austerity (tapas), study of the
scriptures (svadhyaya) and surrender to the Lord of all our actions (isvara pranidhana). The yogi
knows that his body and senses are susceptible to desires, which prejudice the mind, so he
observes these principles. Purity is of two kinds, internal and external, and both must be
cultivated. The latter means purity of behaviour and habits, cleanliness of person and
surroundings. The former is the rooting our of six evils, namely, passion (kama), anger (krodha),
gr eed (lobha), infatuation (moha), pride (mada), malice and envy (matsarya). This eradication is
achieved by occupying the mind with good constructive thoughts, leading to divinity.
Contenunent reduces desires, makes one cheerful and gives balance of mind. Austerity enables
one to discipline the body and to endure hardship and advers ity, thus directing the mind towards
the Self within. Study here is me education of oneself by searching for truth and self-realisation.
Finally it is the surrender of all our actions to the Lord and abiding entirely in His will. Thus the
niyamas are the virtues which calm the disturbed mind, leading towards peace both within and
around the sadhaka. Asanas6. Before dealing with the asanas, it is essential to know about
puru�a and prak�ti. Puru�a (literally 'person') is the universal psychic principle, which though
unable to perform any action by itself, animates and vitalises nature (prakrti or. the producer), the
universal physical principle, which through its three qualities and evolutionary powers (gui;UJs)
produces intellect (buddhi) and mind (manas). Purusaand prakrti acting together stir the material
world to activity. Both are limitless, without beginning or end. Prak�ti consists of five gross
elements (pancha mah.abhutas) namely, earth (p�thvi), water (ap), fire (tejas), air (vayu) and
ether (akasa). Their five subtle counterparts (tanmAtras) are smell (gandha), taSte (rasa), form



(rupa), touch (sparsa) and sound (sabda). These gross elements and their counterparts merge
with the three qualities and evolutionary powers (gunas) of prakrti, namely, form the illumination
(sattva), activity (rajas) and don�ncy (tamas) ·to cosmic intellect (mahat). Ego (ahartJ.ka.ra),
intellect (buddhi) and mind (manas) form consciousness (chitta), the individual counterpart of
mahat. 8 Lighc on Prllf!llyllma Mahar is the unevolved primary germ of nature or productive
principle whence all ph enomena of the material world are developed. There are five or gans of
perception (j fianendriyas) - ears, nose, tongue, eyes and skin and five sense of action
(karmendriyas) - legs, arms, speech, excretory and reproductive organs. Prakrti, the five gross
elemems, their five subtle counterparts, the ego, intellect and mind, the five organs of
perception, the five organs of action and purusa make up me twenty-five basic elements
(tattvas) of sartt khya philosophy. A pitcher cannot be made withour a potter, nor can a house wi
thout a mason. Creation cannot take place without purusa, the Primeval Force, coming into
contact with the tattvas. All existence 'revolves around purusa and prakrti. Life is a combination
of the body, organs of perce ption and action, mind, intellect, ego and soul. The mind acts as a
bridge berween the body and the soul. The mind is imperceptible and intangible. The self fulfils
its aspirations and pleasmes through the mind acting as a mirror and the body as an instrument
of enjoyment and attainment. 8. According to the Indian system of medicine (Ayurveda) the body
is made up ofseven constituent elements ( dharu s) and three humours (dO!! aS). The seven
elements are so called because they sustain the body. They are chyle (rasa}, blood (rakta), flesh
(mamsa), fat {medas), bones (asthi), marrow {majja) and semen (sukta). These keep the body
immune fwm infection and diseases.9· Chyle is formed by the action of gastric juices on food.
Blood produces flesh and refreshes the entire body. Flesh protects the bones and produces fat.
Fat lubricates and brings firmness to the body. Bones uphold the body and produce marrow.
Marrow gives strength and produces semen. Semen not only procreates but, according to lhe
ancient texts, in its subtle state flows throughout the subtle body in the form of cenain vital
energy. 10. The three humours (do�as) of wind (vata), bile (pina) and phlegm (sle�ma), when
evenly balanced give perfect health. Imbalances in them cause diseases. The subtle or vital
energy called wind prompts breathing, movement, action, excretion and procreation. It co-
ordinates the functions of different parts of the body and human faculties. Bile creates thirst and
hunger. It digests food and convens it into blood, keeping the body temperature constant.
Phlegm lub ricates the joints and muscles and helps to heal wounds. Mala is the waste matter,
solid, liquid or gaseous. Unless it is excreted, diseases set in, disturbing the balance of the three
humours. The Kosas 11. According to Ved anta philosophy, there are three frames or types of
body (sarira) enveloping the soul. They consist of five inter-penetrating and inter-dependent
sheaths (koSas).The three sarJras are: (a) sthula, the gross frame or the anatomical sheath, (b)
suk�ma, the subtle frame, consisting of the physiological, the psychological and intellectual
sheaths, and (c) kiiral)a , the so-called causal frame -the spiritual sheath.The sthula 5artra is the
sheath of nourishment (annamaya kosa). The physiological (priil)aiilllya), the psychological
(manomaya) and the intellecrual (vijfianamaya) sheaths make up the subtle body (s(lk�ma



sarlra). Pranamaya kosa includes the respiratory, circulatory, digest ive, nervous, endocrine,
excretory and genital systems. Manomaya kosa affects the functions of awareness, feeling and
motivation not derived from subjective experience. Vijftllnamaya kosa affects the intellectual
process of reasoning and ju dgemenr derived through subjective experience. The karana sartra
is the sheath of joy (anandamaya kosa). The experience of being aware of it is felt by the
sadhaka when he wakes after a deep refreshing sleep and when he is totally absorbed in the
object of his meditation. The skin encloses all the sheaths and bodies. It should be firm and
sensitive to the slightest movement. All the sheaths are inter-mingled on their different levels
from the skin to the Self. Aims in Life ( Puru�iirthas 1 12. Man has fou r aims in his life; dhanna,
anha, kama and moksa. Dh arma i s duty. 'Without this and ethical discipline, spiritual attainment
is impossible. Anha is the acquisition of wealth for independence and hi gher pursuits in life. It
cannot give lasting joy; nevertheless, a poorly nourished body is a fertile ground for worries and
diseases. Kama means the pl easures of life, which depend largely on a healthy body. As the Ka
thopanisad says, the 'self' cannot be experienced by a weakling_ Mok�a is liberation. The
enlightened man realises that power, pleasure, wealth and knowledge pass away and do not
bring freedom. He tries to rise above his siittvic, raj asic and ramasic qualities and so escape
from the grasp of the gunas. 13 . The body is the abode of Brahman. It plays a viral part i n
attaining the fou r-fold aims of li fe . The sages knew that though the body wears out, it serves as
an instrument to attain realisation and, as such, it has to be kept in good condition. 14. Asanas
purify the body and mind and have preventive and curative effects. They are innumerable,
catering to the various needs of the muscular, dige-stive, circulatory, glandular, nerv ous and
other systems of the body.1 o Light on Pril'}l!yama They cause changes at all levels from the
physical to the spiritu al. Health is the delicate balance of body, mind and spirit. By practising
asanas the sadhaka's physical disabilities and mental distractions vanish and the gates of the
spirit are opened. Asanas bring health, beauty, strength, firmness, lightness, clarity of speech
and expression, calmness of the nerves and a happy disposition. Their practice can be
compared ro the growth of a mango tree. If the tree has grown sound and healthy, its essem;:e is
to be found in its fru it. Likewise, the essence distilled from practising asanas is the spiritual
awakening of the sadhaka. He is free from all dualities. 15. There is a popular misconception that
both asanas and pra�ayllma should be practised together from the time Yoga-sad hana is
begun. It is the author's experience that if a novice attends to the pe rfection of the postures, he
cannot concentrate on breathing. He loses balance and the depth of the asanas. Attain stead
iness (s thirata) and stillness (achalata) in asanas before introducing rhythmic breathing
techniques. The range of bodily move- ments varies from posture to posture. The less the range
of movement, the smaller will be the space in the lungs and the breathing pattern will be shorter.
The greater the range of bodily mO\'eme nt in asanas, the greater will be the lung capacity, and
the deeper the breath ing pattern. \X-'hen Pra�ayama and asanas are done together, see that
the perfect posrure is not disturbed. Until the postures are perfected, do not attempt pranayama.
One soon realises that when asanas are well performed, pra�ayamic breathing automatically



sets in. PraniJylJ.ma16. Pra�yama is a conscious prol ongation of inhalation, retention and
exhalation. Inhalation is the act of rece iving the primeval energy in the form of breath, and
retention is when the breath is held in order to savour that energy. In exhalation all thoughts and
emotions are emptied with breath: then, while the lungs are empty, one surrenders the individual
energy, 'I', to the primeval energy, the Atma. The practice of Prat:tayama develops a steady
mind, strong will-power and sound jud gement. Pratyahiira17 . This is a discipl ine to bring the
mind and senses under control . The mind plays a dual role. On one hand it seeks to gratify the
senses, and on the other, to unite with the Self. Pratyahara quietens the senses and draws them
inwards, leading the aspirant to the Divine. DharatJa, Dhyana and Samadhi 18. Dharal):l is
concentration on a single point, or total :mention on what one is doing, the mind remaining
unmoved and unruffled. It stimu lates the Stages of Yoga II inner awareness to integrate the ever-
flowing intelligence, and releases all tensions. When it continues for a long time it becomes
meditation (dhyana), an indescribable state that has to be experienced to be understood. 19.
"When the state of dhyana is maintained for a long time without interruption it merges into
samadhi, where the sadhaka loses his individual identity in the object of mediration . .. w. In
samadhi, the sadhaka loses consciousness of his body, breath, mind, intel ligence and ego. He
lives in infinite peace. In this state, his wisdom and purity, combi ned with simplicity and humility,
shine forth. Nor only is he enl ightened , but he illu mines all those who come to him in search of
truth. z I. Yama, Niyama, As ana and Pranayama are essential parts of the Yoga of action
(karma). They keep the body and mind healthy for performing all acts that please God.
Pranayama, Pratyah ara and Dha.rana are parts of the Yoga of knowledge (j iiana). Dhyana and
samadi help the sadhaka to merge his body, mind and intelligence in the ocean of the Self. This
is the Yoga of devotion and love (bhakti). 22.ow into the river of These three streams of jiiana,
karma and bhakti flYoga and lose their identity. Thus the path of Yoga alone rakes every rype of
sadhaka, from the dull (mudha) to the restrained (niruddha), towards freedom and beatitude.
Chapter 3 r. It is as difficult to explain Prana as it is to explain God. PraJ?.a is the energy
permeating the universe at all levels. It is physical, mental, intellectual, sexual, spiritual and
cosmic energy. All vibrating energies are prana. All physical energies such as heat, light, gravity,
magnetism and eiectridty are also pra�a. h is the hidden or potential energy in all beings,
released to the fullest extent in times of danger. ll is the pr ime mover of all activity. It is energy
which creates, protects and destroys. Vigour, power, vitality, life and spirit are all forms of pral)a.
2. According to the Upanisads, pr:tt:�a is the principle of life and conscious-ness. his equated
with the real Self(Atm:t). Pra.na is the breath oflife of all beings in the universe. They are born
through and live by it, and when they die their individual breath dissolves into the cosmic breath.
Pr:tna is the hub of the Wheel of Life. Everything is established in il. It pe�ates the life-giving
sun, the clouds, the winds (v:tyus), the earth (p�thvi), and all forms of matter. It is being (sat)
and non-being (asat). It is the source of all knowledge. It is the Cosmic Personality (the puru�a)
of Samkhya philosophy. Therefore the Yogi takes refuge in prllr:ta.3. Prana is usually translated
as breath, yet this is only one of its many manife's tations in the human body. If breathing stops,



so does life. Ancient Indian sages knew that all fu nctions of the body were performed by five
types of vital energy (prD.r:ta-vayus). These are known as prllna (here the generic term is used
to designate the particular), apana, samllna, udllna and vyana. They are specific aspects of one
vital cosmic force (vital wind), the pri meval principle of existence in all beings. God is one, but
the wise designate Him by various names, and so it is with prar:ta. 4. Prar:ta moves in the
thoracic region and control s breathing. It absorbs vital atmosphe ric energy. Apana moves in the
lower abdomen and controls the el imination of urine, semen and faeces. Samana stokes the
gastric fires, aiding digestion and maintaining the harmonious functioning of the abdominal
organs. It integrates the whole of the human gross body. U dana, working through the throat (the
pharynx and the larynx), controls the vocal cords and the intake of air and food . Vyiina pervades
the entire body, distributing the energy derived from food and breath through the arteries, veins
and nerves. Pra7JU. and PraTJllyama 1313In prlii_J.llyllma, the prai_J.a-vayu is activated by the
inward breath and the apana-vayu by an outward breath. Udana raises the energy from the lower
spine to the brain. Vyana is essential for the function of prai_J.a and apana as it is the medium
for transferring energy from the one to the other.6. There are also five subsidiary divisions known
as upapranas or upavayus, namely, naga, ko.rma, iq"kara, devadana and dhanartlj aya. Naga
relieves pressure on the abdomen by belching. Ko. rma controls the movements of the eye· lids
to prevent foreign matter entering the eyes; it also controls the size of the iris, thereby regulating
the intensity of light for sight. K�kara prevents substances passing up the nasal passages and
down the throat by making one sneeze or cough. Devadana causes yawnings and induces
sleep. Dhanarttjaya produces phlegm, nourishes and remains in the body even after death and
sometimes inflates a corpse.7. According to Ayurveda, vata, which is one of the three humours
(do�a), is another name of prlii_J.a. Charaka Samhita explains the functions of vata in the same
manner as Yoga texts explain prana. The only perceptible expression of the functioning of
prlii_J.a is felt in the movements of the lungs activated by inner energy, causing respiration.
China and PriltJa8. China and prlii_J.a are in constant association. Where there is chitta there
pra� is focused, and where prlii_J.a is there chitta is focused. The chitta is like a vehicle
propelled by two powerful forces, prlii_J.a and vasana (desires). It moves in the direction of the
more powerful force. As a ball rebounds when struck ro the ground, so is the sadhaka tossed
according to the movement of prana and china. If breath (p rllna) prevails, then the des ires are
controlled, the senses are held in check and the mind is stilled. [f the force of desire prevails, the
breathing becomes uneven and the mind gets agitated. 9. In the third chapter of H a!ha Yoga
Pradipika, Swatmarama states that as long as the breath and prana are still, the chitta is steady
and there can be no discharge of semen (sukra). In time the sadhaka's increased vigour is
sublima ted for higher and nobler pursuits. He then attains the state of O.rdhva-retas (urdhva =u
pwards; retas =semen), one who has sublimated sexual energy and his chitta to merge in pure
consciousness. his P rll�Jiiyama10. 'Pra:t:ta' means breath, res piration, life, vitality, energy or
strength. When used in the plural, it denotes certain vital breaths or currents of energy (prana-
vayus). 'ayama' means stretch, extension, expansion, length, breadth, regu lation, prolongation,



restraint or control. 'Pranayama' thus means the prolongation of breath and its restraint. The Siva
Samhita calls it --- -- �· 14 Light on Pranayiima �ayu sadhana (vayu = breath; sadhana
=practice, quest). Patanjali in his Yoga SiUras (Ch. z, Sotras 4�5 1) describes pranayama as the
controlled imake and ou tflow of breath in a firmly established posture. r I. Prat:J.llyama is an an
and has techniques to make the respiratory organs to move and expand intentionally,
rhythmically and intens ively. It consists :lf long, sustained subtle flow of inhalation (pll raka),
exhalation (rechaka) md retention ofbrearh (kumbhaka). Pu raka stimu lates the system; rechaka
throws out vitiated air and toxins; kumbhaka dist ributes the energy throughout the body. The
movements include horizon tal expansion :ctairghya), vertical ascension (aroha) and circu
mferential extension (vii;alata) of the lungs and the rib cage. The processes and techniques of
pranayama are explained in later chapters.This disc iplined breathing helps the mind ro
concentrale and enables the sadhaka ro attain robust health and longevity. rz. Pra�ayama is not
just automatic habitual breathing to keep body and soul together. Through the abundant imake
of oxygen by its disciplined techniques, subtle chemical changes take place in the sadhak.a's
body . The practice of asanas removes the obstructions which impede the flow of prana, and the
prac1ice of pral)ayama regulates that flow of 
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Boogey Boo, “Perfect!. This book is a treasure to me. It teaches a safe means of progressing
through all of the variations of pranayamas. If all of the advice is taken, there will be no problems
in this area of your personal practice.This is only one part of the yogic path, though. The rest
needs to be in place for this to be effective. For that I rely on Yogani's Advanced Yoga Practices
book. It gives step by step, safe instructions utilizing the techniques of the Gheranda Samhita,
Hatha Yoga Pradipika, as well as other great works. I highly recommend it to any serious yoga
student.I am so glad to have found "Light on Pranayama". I am somewhat of a beginner to the
serious practice I've undertaken, but with this book I feel confident that I will succeed. Thank you
BKS Iyengar.”

Raj Arora, “Mr. Iyengars Love. One of the best books that I have read. Lots of clarity and love in
this book.”

Monimou, “Learn to breath, learn to heal yourself.. I love to read all Mr. Iyengar's books because
he is a well known yoga master.In this book he teaches differents breathing technics in order to
improve your health and energy. I think that people who don't like to exercise at all will find very
interesting to learn how to improve their health and energy.The letters in this book are very small
so be ready to get lots of information without carrying a heavy book!”

A. Beall, “I love pranayama! This book goes in-depth and is a .... As a yoga teacher and
practitioner, I love pranayama! This book goes in-depth and is a fascinating read. I have
expanded my teaching and practice of pranayama using this book.”

M. Peon, “for advanced yoga students and teachers. This book deals with a very detailed and in
depth description of pranayama practice. It is an invaluable document for those who are
interested in learning more about yogic breathing practice. In this edition the type is really small
(7pts) which is tiring to read.”

Syngen, “Best resource I have found. I had an experienced teacher show me how to do 6
pranayam exercises before I began my practice; but, I wanted to know more about the science,
mechanics and how to develop in my practice. This book answered those questions and my
practice has grown each day, as well as my health.”

Margaret Butler, “Light on Pranayama. Like all of BKS Iyengar's books this is another
exceptionally good one to read and understand he is definitely one of the best writers on these
subjects, all his books are amazing”

LINDA J JANSSON, “Five Stars. Bought for a friend who loves it.”



D. M. E. Jones, “Five Stars. What's the key to life son? keep on breathing dad.”

Christine, “Excellent book, very informative/ detailed with pics of the .... Excellent book, very
informative/ detailed with pics of the yoga master. The book is a must if you want to practice
safely.”

Mrs Laura A Hyatt, “Happy with purchase. Arrived as described. Happy with purchase.”

The book by B. K. S. Iyengar has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 193 people have provided feedback.
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